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Abstract

Cloud computing offers pay-per-use on-demand access to computer resources for
hosting program execution environments for software service deployment. Manage-
ment of cloud resources includes determining, based on current monitored resource
availability, which part(s) of a computational infrastructure should host such program
execution environments in a process called placement. Our work defines directives
that lets consumers of cloud resources influence placement to express relationships
between cloud services (orchestration) and deployment constraints to uphold for re-
lated service components, without surrendering the ultimate control over placement
from the infrastructure owner. The infrastructure owner remains free to define their
policies and placement optimization criteria, e.g., to consolidate work that needs to be
done to as few physical host machines as possible for power savings reasons. We show
how the placement process can be adjusted to take such influence into account and val-
idate through simulations that the adjustments produce the correct result without too
large computational impact on the placement process itself. Further, we present a
technique for transferring large data files between cloud data centers that operate in
(separate) cloud federations that avoids repeated transfers in a delegation chain be-
tween members of (different) cloud federations. Finally, we present a non-invasive
method of extracting monitoring data from a service deployed in a cloud federation,
and a framework for making monitoring information available and understandable in
spite of technical differences between monitoring systems used in cloud federations.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Computers and their associated IT equipment such as networks and storage units are
not only expensive to manufacture, but operating them requires expensive power and
cooling, and when they break, they require maintenance by experts. While consumers
are more than happy to periodically buy and briefly own computers used sparingly
and mostly for leisure, businesses and researchers need to balance an ever-growing
dependence on computational capabilities with keeping within a constrained budget.
Hence, much effort has been devoted to letting some (third) party take over the costs
of owning and operating large (distributed) computer infrastructures, while allowing
the users of the infrastructures to pay in accordance with their usage. Seeing this need
early on, John McCarthy in the 1960’s envisioned delivery of computational power as
a public utility [1, 2].

Several implementations of the idea of providing (remote) access to (distributed)
computational infrastructures for payment based on usage of said infrastructure have
been created over the years, each of which designed for a particular niche task and
with the limitations of that time-period in mind. The first implementation is that of
mainframe computing (and clusters of mainframes followed as soon as networks had
increased sufficiently in performance), where users run processes on a particular ma-
chine, running a particular operating system. The first commercially successful such
system was the IBM-360 in 1964 [3]. Each program typically had to be tailored for
the particular execution environment, thus making mainframe systems rather difficult
to work with. Time-sharing systems such as UNIX came from the 1960–1970’s [4],
and each user could be billed according to the amount of computer time they had
consumed.

Fast network connectivity allowing transfers of large amounts of data made the
grid emerge in the 1990’s and early 2000’s [5, 6, 7]. The main focus of grids is to
allow for batch processing of typically large data sets, where access to results is not
immediate, since submission of a time-limited grid job only specifies what work is
to be done (possibly, however, with a deadline), and it is up to the grid system to
find the best possible time slot to actually execute the job. The grid software (mid-
dleware) provides access to the computer, offering an execution environment for the
grid job to be executed in. What libraries are available in this environment is dictated
by the grid site’s operators, which implies that the job process must be tailored to
the particular environment in which it will run. In contrast, cloud computing offers
virtual machines as the runtime environment, and the cloud services deployed are not
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time-limited processes. Cloud services are expected to start within minutes of the user
having requested access to the computational infrastructure, and run consistently and
constantly until the service owner at their own discretion terminates the process and
its execution environment. Chapter 4 takes a deeper look at services and how they are
deployed in cloud computing, but for now, the simple definition of a service as a piece
of software that offers its functionality over a network, e.g. streaming music files from
a library of files, will suffice. Clouds and virtual machines are presented in more depth
in Chapter 2, and management of cloud resources in Chapter 3.

Each utility computing implementation is niched toward a particular task or set
of tasks, and designed accordingly. They are all still relevant today as the niches still
remain, but with regard to current research effort, cloud computing is by far the largest
today. Its niche, long-running general services, is also considerably broader than e.g.
pure batch processing, which attracts researchers from many fields.

Autonomous computational infrastructures, whether they are grids or clouds, are
often joined together in an attempt to pool resources and provide even more utility to
their users. Such collaborations are known as federations, and their formation typi-
cally requires significant engineering effort and service contract formulation, as the
infrastructures may not have been designed with collaboration as a goal in addition
to being fully autonomous. There is therefore typically no central management func-
tionality for the federation as a whole. The Atlas project at CERN [8], for instance,
consumes what at the time of writing is vast amounts of computational resources,
including processing power, network bandwidth, and storage, pooled from several
universities. It produces about 1 Petabyte of data per second, and requires processing
equivalent to about 50,000 modern PCs1. Since this amount of data processing greatly
exceeds what one data center can handle, federations of computational infrastructures
are required to deal with this type of Big Data [8]. Federated computational infras-
tructures offer great processing power, but also come with a set of unique challenges
and trade-offs, including ones related to security, performance, trust, accountability,
and a lack of control over remote sites, as each site is autonomic.

The work in this thesis addresses some of the problems faced in cloud federations.
In particular, we: propose to deal with the lack of control by mechanisms for users
to influence decisions that ultimately affect how their computational needs are han-
dled, ensure accountability toward resource consumers that they get what they pay for
through monitoring systems, and enable infrastructure owners to optimize their own
internal processes according to their own criteria. The work is motivated by the dis-
satisfaction felt as a long-time cloud user/customer with how services are deployed in
current clouds, and how little influence one is given in that situation today.

1According to: http://atlas.ch/computing.html
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CHAPTER 2

Cloud Computing

Following its inception in the early 2000’s, cloud computing has become an umbrella
term coming to mean many different things that are not always even related to each
other. In the broadest sense, cloud computing can mean anything where resources
or software services are running at a remote site. This overly broad definition aids
commercial marketing efforts, but hinders meaningful scientific discourse. We will
only consider definitions that are in line with the utility computing vision, which is
to allow for users to make use of computational resources (possibly owned by a third
party), meter their usage, and (typically) then have them pay in accordance with their
usage in some way that makes sense in the service context (e.g. either abstract credits
from an allotment or actual currency). This is realized by virtual computing infras-
tructures, such as grids and clouds, that exist to provide an execution environment for
computer programs. Execution environments are isolated from each other so that the
resource demands and usage of each does not negatively affect the others [4, 9]. The
type of program deployed dictates how the execution environments are designed and
implemented, and how much the capacity consumer needs to worry about this this
detail depends on the service model, i.e. how the computational resources are made
available to its consumers. For cloud computing, these service models are [10, 11]:

• Software-as-a-Service. Scalable installations of a given software are offered to
the consumer’s users, e.g. Microsoft Outlook or SharePoint, and the consumer’s
users pay per use in some fashion that is natural for the software, typically per-
licence.

• Platform-as-a-Service. A platform of useful surrounding services, e.g. applica-
tion servers, preconfigured databases, message queues, mailing systems, etc., is
offered to software developers, making it easy to focus only on developing the
business logic of scalable applications. Use of surrounding services and of the
business logic itself is metered and billed, according to some plan.

• Infrastructure-as-a-Service. Consumers provision custom execution environ-
ments known as virtual machines (VMs) directly from the cloud resource owner,
and pay per use for the resources they consume. The VMs can be configured
with any software of the consumer’s choosing, and the consumer is responsible
for setting up any required services and software stacks themselves.
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FIGURE 1: Hosting of several VMs within a number of hosts.

We will henceforth use the terminology Infrastructure Provider (IP) for cloud ca-
pacity producers, Service Providers (SP) for cloud capacity consumers, as this is both
in line with the papers contained in this thesis, and with the well-cited definition by
Vaquero et al. [10].

In this thesis, we focus exclusively on the Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) ser-
vice model. The central unit in contemporary IaaS is the highly customizable execu-
tion environment implemented as VMs (but this is about to change, see Section 2.3
for a look toward the future with containers). A VM is an abstraction layer that acts
as a partition of a large physical host machine, where each virtual machine can run its
custom operating systems independently and in isolation from each other [12, 13, 14].
Access to hardware, such as network interface cards, is emulated or provided shared
access to in a bridged fashion within the host operating system [14]. The software
that coordinates virtual machines on the physical actual machine is called a hypervi-
sor. Emulating an entire computer in this fashion in software alone is possible, but
prohibitively slow. It was not until hardware-assisted virtualization became available
and efficient [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21] that virtualization and cloud computing was
reasonably possible and desirable for paying customers. Figure 1 shows an overview
of the concept of partitioning physical machines in differently sized VMs.

VMs are assumed to start provisioning the service within minutes after having
been requested, and do not (typically) terminate until the paying user dictates it. A
single physical host in a cloud site typically runs a (large) number of VMs, meaning
that they are not isolated from each other temporally. Instead, service-level agreements
(SLAs) [22,23] govern the quality of service experienced by the VMs, by defining a set
of measurable service-level objectives (SLOs). Violations against SLOs are typically
cause for financial compensation to the user, as outlined in the SLA.

Because VMs can be fully customized, they can support a large variety of use
cases. One can deploy software in them to support long-running services (such as
web services) or short-running tasks (as in the grid case). We focus solely on the
long-running service aspect, as it opens up avenues for research and introduces addi-
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tional complexity in e.g. the process of choosing which host should be used for VM
provisioning. For short-running tasks, data locality is likely the primary driver in such
processes, whereas longer-running services experience usage variations that can have
significant implications on management processes (more about these in Chapter 3).

In closing of this brief introduction to cloud computing, we consider the definition
of the U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) that lists the essen-
tial characteristics of cloud computing as follows [11] (with reworded explanations):

• On-demand self-service. As consumers of cloud resources (including virtual
machines, networks, and storage), SPs should be able to provision resources
with minimal IP effort, as demand dictates. Self-service implies that human
interaction requirements should be minimized.

• Broad network access. Ubiquitous and standard network and transport protocols
should be used to allow cloud resource consumers access from a (large) number
of network locations.

• Resource pooling. SPs are presented with dynamically allocated resources from
large pools of (heterogeneous) resources, but are typically kept unaware of pre-
cisely where these resources come from and with whom they are sharing these
resources. This unawareness is of great importance for the contributions of this
thesis, as we offer optimization possibilities from both the IP and SP aspects,
hinged on the idea of allowing the IP to offer resources without surrendering
neither information on nor control over management of these resources to SPs.

• Rapid elasticity. SPs should be able to rapidly provision more resources, or
shed resources that are no longer needed, from a seemingly unlimited pool of
resources. This is the topic of future work, see Chapter 6.

• Measured service. Use of various resources should be metered and billed ac-
cording to usage. SPs typically pay per computational capacity and sizes of
internal memory for virtual machines, network transfers, and storage size and
use in terms of input/output operations separately, but on a single bill from the
cloud provider.

2.1 Deployment Models
Cloud computing can be deployed according to a variety of models. The fundamen-
tal three models are, from most restrictive prospective users to least: private clouds,
where a single organization owns and operates its own physical hardware and makes
it available to their own users as cloud resources; community clouds, where collabo-
rating organizations pool their resources together in a cloud spanning over the entire
pool, but the resources are only offered to members of these partnering organizations;
and public clouds, where a single or partnering organizations offer access to cloud
resources to the public. Hybrid versions of these deployment models exist as well,
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where the goal is to allow for cloud bursting, i.e. seamlessly making use of cloud re-
sources from another cloud while still enforcing barriers between cloud entities, as
appropriate. This typically requires compatible software to work [11].

The papers in this thesis all focus on federated clouds [24, 25], i.e. ones where
some kind of collaboration takes place between cloud sites. We define a cloud site as
an organizational entity within which the infrastructure is exposed to SPs as a unit,
typically a data center. A single cloud infrastructure provider can own and maintain a
number of such sites, in effect offering a federation of cloud sites. By this definition,
Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud is a federation, as the various regions are completely
separate, while availability zones within a single region are not to be regarded as units
(hence, a region is not itself a federation). For our research, whether some of these are
private, community, or public clouds does not matter, as long as there are no technical
incompatibilities make a collaboration impossible.

For a toolkit aimed at making various cloud constellations easy to work with, see
the OPTIMIS toolkit [26].

2.2 Cloud Service Deployment
Figure 2 shows the phases of service deployment onto a cloud and the tasks included
in each phase, carried out by the SP and IP, respectively. We divide the provisioning
process in three phases: staging, deployment, and operation. In the staging phase, the
SP prepares a VM image and uploads it (Task 1) and any data required for processing
to the IP for storage (Task 2). Note that clouds typically offer a catalog of pre-defined
VM images. If this is the case, the SP may simply choose one from this catalog, and
possibly pay licencing costs for doing so. A VM image is a file containing the contents
of what is to become the (virtual) hard-drive contents of the VM. The response back
from the IP is some kind of identifier to the stored image and data, which can later be
referred to in the service manifest [25].

In the deployment phase, the SP prepares a service manifest for the service that is
to be deployed (Task 3). This is a document containing orchestration information for
one or more service components, and any additional information and rules concern-
ing the placement of these service components. The cloud infrastructure performs
admission control, i.e. determines if the service described in the service manifest can
be accepted for deployment or not (Task 4). If the service is deemed admissible in
accordance with the cloud’s rules and resource availability, a suitable placement for
the VMs each service component is to be deployed in is found (Task 5).

The operation phase starts as soon as a VM is started, and it contains the concurrent
tasks of controlling (Task 7a) and monitoring (Task 7b), performed by the SP and
IP, respectively. The SP can modify the state of the VM by issuing commands to
pause/resume, stop/start, resize/duplicate, or terminate the VM. The IP continuously
optimizes VM placement and monitors the resource usage by the VM to present the
data to the SP, and for billing purposes.
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FIGURE 2: Service deployment phases and tasks for SP and IP.
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2.3 A Look Ahead: Container Clouds
Providing access to fully customizable isolated program execution environments is
one of the cornerstones of cloud computing. Currently, this isolation is provided by
means of virtualization, for which a performance penalty must be paid as emulating an
entire computer and its associated hardware is obviously more wasteful performance-
wise than bare-metal access as offered by grids, even in spite of attempts to close
the gap by e.g. hardware-assisted virtualization support in modern processors [15].
Virtualization is also wasteful in terms of storage space: most SPs base their VMs on
some standard base VM (e.g. some well-supported version of Linux, such as Ubuntu
or CentOS), but each individual VM still gets a full individual copy of the entire file
system, although the difference between what is stored in each VM is typically orders
of magnitude smaller than the overall allocated storage for each VM.

In recent years, containers rather than VMs have started to gain momentum as
the customizable program execution environment of choice (in particular after recent
crucial additions were made to the Linux kernel in version 3.8 [27]). Containers are a
type of virtualization that does not rely on virtualizing an entire machine, as VMs do,
but rather on isolating user space system instances within a single (shared) operating
system kernel. In Linux, support for containers is granted by cgroups. Cgroups pro-
vides resource (CPU, memory, various I/O) and process namespace isolation, isolating
applications from another with regard to process trees, network connections, user ids,
and (notably) mounted file systems. Essentially, this means that containerized pro-
cesses are free to define their own file systems, init systems, and background services
but must share the host operating system’s kernel. This is a limit to some applications
(ones that rely on a custom kernel), but on the other hand, containerized processes
are thereby provided with bare-metal access to the computer’s hardware. This signifi-
cantly reduces both performance and storage overheads [28]. Because containers offer
merely a type of additional operating-system level isolation layers between processes,
they start within seconds, rather than minutes, since they do not require lengthy provi-
sioning and boot-up processes — essentially, running a program in a container is just
like running a local program [29].

Containers are nothing new, as they have existed in various operating systems
before (e.g. Solaris Zones [30], and BSD Jails [31]). Useful support for them in
Linux, however, is. After the 3.8 Linux kernel release, and with the introduction
of Docker [32], Linux containers and clouds based on them have gained significant
momentum. This is in part because Docker makes it easy to package applications
and all their dependencies together in an image that can then run unmodified on any
other system that supports Docker — without paying the performance penalty that is
associated with VMs. Additionally, the way that Docker images are constructed, and
because they are mounted on a union file system, only unique data requires additional
storage: data that can be shared between images is shared.

As a previously mentioned potential drawback, by construction, containerized pro-
cesses must share kernel with the host machine. This may be a limit for certain ser-
vices operating on a low enough level to warrant customized kernels, but the vast
majority of cloud services do not require customized kernels. However, as containers
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can define their own storage trees up to and including even entire Linux distributions,
it is possible to run e.g. a mix of CentOS and Ubuntu containers on a single host, albeit
with a kernel that may not be tuned for either distribution.
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CHAPTER 3

Cloud Resource
Management

Cloud infrastructures typically comprise several physical hosts, each capable of host-
ing a number of VMs. The SP should not (have to) be aware of how large the pool of
resources actually is, but regard it as seemingly infinite. IPs can collaborate by form-
ing cloud federations to make larger (possibly hybrid) cloud platforms that make use
of capacity at remote sites, should the local resources be exhausted. The rapid, on-
demand self-service that cloud infrastructures are supposed to offer requires capable
management software, with core features including the following:

• Admission control. By examining the service manifest and current (and pre-
dicted) resource availability, the cloud management software must determine
whether a given service can be accepted or not. Service deployment is a long-
term commitment, and since terminating a service once it has been accepted
typically violates the SLA, admission control must be done in a risk-conscious
way [33].

• Placement optimization. Continuously finding the best possible physical host
machine for the set of running VMs is termed placement optimization. Depend-
ing on optimization criteria, this process may lead to VMs being migrated from
one host machine to another, to achieve e.g. consolidation to power off an un-
used host machine to save energy [34], or to minimize load differences among
physical hosts for fault-tolerance reasons.

• Monitoring. The usage and condition of VMs must be monitored to ensure that
no SLOs fail to be met, and to ensure that usage is correctly accounted and
billed for. SLOs may state that no VM should suffer more than X% downtime
over some time period, or that a certain performance characteristic is always
guaranteed. Monitoring should transparently demonstrate any failures to meet
these agreed-upon objectives.

• Orchestration. Services contained in VMs should be deployable in a determin-
istic, well-defined, and repeatable way. This process is known as orchestration,
and while it has been the topic of much research [35,36,37,38,39,40] (including
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our own), sophisticated multi-VM orchestration functionality has only recently
been adopted and offered by commercial cloud vendors. Standardization efforts
are also underway [41].

• Storage. Storage location and availability are important factors for VM perfor-
mance and hence placement optimization, since VMs should ideally run close to
where their backing storage (i.e. virtualized hard drives) are physically located,
as this helps them perform better and decreases the internal network load [42].
In addition to the storage used directly by VMs, clouds typically need to offer a
catalog of VM images that act as templates or starting points for making custom
VMs, to avoid having to install every operating system from scratch, and some
sort of object storage, that allows SPs to store various static data in a network-
accessible way. Given the importance of the stored data, and the difficulty or
cost associated with moving it to another cloud provider, it is often a cause of
vendor lock-in [43]. Additionally, due to lack of insight and control over what
entities have access to data stored in the cloud, potential cloud users are hesitant
to fully use the cloud unless additional security measures are added [44, 45].

• Networking. VMs need to be network-accessible — not necessarily publicly, but
without a network connection of some sort, they have no way of communicating
outside of their hypervisor. Should the VM migrate, networks typically need to
be reconfigured to avoid VM network connectivity loss (and the negative effects
this may have on the software running inside). Software Defined Networking
acts as a layer of additional abstraction that separates the software that decides
where traffic is sent (control plane) from the underlying system that forwards
the traffic to selected destinations (data plane) [46, 47]. In doing so, network
connectivity and logical topology is made more dynamic in nature, allowing
networks that best suit the services deployed in the cloud to be defined.

• Accounting. Since cloud resource consumption has to be paid for, cloud man-
agement services need to provide accounting features tied to the monitoring ser-
vice. Accounting systems need to charge users in accordance with their usage,
either in a pre- or post-paid fashion [48].

• User management. Cloud users must be authenticated and their actions autho-
rized to ensure that they only perform actions they are allowed to. Some kind
of user or identity management is therefore needed.

Large public cloud providers provide all of these services, in addition to various
provider-specific ones. The research and open source communities have access to
cloud platforms that also provide these services, such as OpenNebula [49], Cloud-
Stack, and OpenStack [50].

Of particular interest to this thesis are the following activities: placement, moni-
toring, orchestration, and, to a certain degree, storage. Paper I deals with placement
and storage concerns as VMs are migrated to other clouds. Paper II presents solu-
tions for problems in placement, orchestration, and monitoring. Finally, Paper III is
focused on placement and orchestration, as an extension of the concepts introduced in
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Paper II. Therefore, we devote the following sections to a more in-depth look at these
management activities.

3.1 Placement Optimization
Placement is the process of determining which VMs should be provisioned on which
hosts or partner clouds in a cloud federation [51]. We refer to the outcome of the pro-
cess as a mapping between VMs and hosts. The algorithm driving the placement pro-
cess typically optimizes some set of criteria. Typical such criteria include, e.g., using
as few hosts as possible to make others available for other tasks or to power off unused
ones [52, 53, 54] to reduce energy and operational costs, or distributing VMs evenly
to ensure good performance [51, 55]. While VMs are isolated in theory, they suffer
from the noisy neighbors problem, where large consumption of some resource (e.g.
CPU processing power) in one VM negatively affects the amount of resources avail-
able to other VMs deployed on the same host, breaking isolation and possibly failing
to meet SLOs. Industry experience and research has found that VM performance dif-
fers greatly depending on factors beyond the SP’s control [56], something which is
attributed to poor isolation between neighboring resource-intensive VMs (i.e. other
VMs deployed on the same physical host or on the same network subnet). Placement,
and the choice of optimization criteria, is therefore crucial to providing a reasonable
cloud service.

The placement process is executed not just when the set of VMs change due to
allocation or termination of VMs, but as a continuous process. This is necessary
because the total execution time of VMs is not known up front, unlike in the grid job
case. To optimize placement, and perform (re-)consolidation, should host machines
have become unevenly loaded, VMs can be migrated (while running) from one host to
another to improve an already established mapping if it is determined that the current
mapping is suboptimal. This process is known as (live) migration, and its use to
facilitate placement is a hot research topic [57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66]. Live
migration moves a VM from one host to another, and the capacity requirements for
the VM is kept the same (i.e. it demands the same amount of RAM, CPU, storage, and
network capacity from the new host as it did from the old).

Placement optimization (as opposed to greedily just finding any placement) is at
its core an instance of the Generalized Assignment Problem, and is therefore NP-
HARD to solve [67]. To further complicate matters, and increase potential income,
cloud IPs may apply over-booking of the resources they actually have, while increas-
ing the risk of failing to meet some performance SLOs, should simultaneous resource
requirements actually exceed available capacity [68, 69, 70].

Most approaches so far have considered placement based on explicit resource re-
quirements made by the SP up front in a service manifest, dealing with VMs as com-
putational black boxes. However, looking in to these black boxes, and possibly mod-
ifying them slightly, has been shown to enable even further optimization methods. If
the workload can be determined [71, 72, 73, 74, 75], so can the capacity requirements
of the VMs, allowing for ahead of time adjustments to avoid the service being de-
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ployed with too low capacity [76, 77, 78]. If a capacity demand profile for a VM can
be determined, modifying the profile can be done in an effort to re-pack VMs to better
provide them with the resources they actually require, so that they require more or less
resources as the workload fluctuates [79]. Coupled with over-booking, this can offer
IPs great possibilities to optimize without the SP suffering from poor performance.

Finally, in some cases, it is impossible to correctly predict or react to a change
in workload. In an approach similar to supporting application checkpointing [80],
wherein the program or service of interest is modified to allow for compensating for
inadequate resources to carry out the task at hand, SPs can make certain computation-
ally intensive sections of the service optional [81]. The reasoning is that it is better
for end-users to get some kind of response, than none at all. Such a modified service
may perhaps appear to be less dynamic due to failing over to only serve cached static
responses than when resources are abundant.

3.2 Monitoring
Since cloud computing is defined as a pay-as-you-go service, monitoring resource
usage is a crucial task. Monitoring occurs at three conceptual levels:

• Infrastructure monitoring. Core cloud management functionality such as the
placement algorithm needs up to date information regarding the state of the
infrastructure, including network utilization and the state of the physical hosts
and the storage units attached to them. This data is typically not made public,
apart from vague service health indicators. Problems that are detected need to
be mitigated, possibly by migrating or restarting VMs away from an errant host
machine.

• Resource consumption monitoring. SLAs stipulate the terms under which SPs
obtain resources from IPs, and should the IP fail to deliver the agreed-upon ca-
pacity, some compensation is typically in order (although the potential loss in
reputation and credibility may be higher and hard to quantify, hence the focus
on avoiding failure to meet SLOs in the Placement section). VMs and their
resource consumption are continually monitored, and the data should be trans-
parently presented to the user. Transparency in this issue is a cornerstone of the
trust between SPs and IPs.

• Service monitoring. A higher-level view on capacity requirements and resource
consumption is to consider how well an service can handle its current workload.
Rather than, as in resource consumption monitoring, which focuses on e.g. CPU
instructions per second, service monitoring focuses on key performance indica-
tors (KPIs), such as the number of currently logged in users or successfully
served web requests. These measurements can typically be fed into the man-
agement functionality of the cloud, and be used as a basis for automatically
adjusting the capacity allocation to better fit the current workload [78].
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3.3 Orchestration
SPs submit a service manifest that describes the capacity they require from the IP.
The IP then accepts or rejects the service after determining that there is sufficient
capacity to host the service by invoking its placement algorithms. In the most trivial
case, the SP requests each VM individually, in effect creating a service manifest for
each. In non-trivial cases, these service manifests are documents that cover a large
number of service components (VMs) and can include scaling directives, service-level
objectives [26, 82], and explicit relationships between service components [83, 84].

In the research community, in particular the European line of research initiated
by the RESERVOIR project [82] in 2008, rather complex and fully-featured service
manifests are assumed to be available, since they allow both the SP and IP to rea-
son about the service that is to be deployed as a whole, rather than in individual
parts. Industry support for non-trivial service manifests and orchestration declara-
tions have, however, been slow to emerge, but Amazon Web Services offers Cloud
Formation [85] and recent OpenStack versions offer Heat [86], its Cloud Formation-
compatible orchestration features. Orchestration standardization efforts are also un-
derway in the shape of the OASIS Cloud Application Management for Platforms
(CAMP) [87] and OASIS Topology and Orchestration Specification for Cloud Ap-
plications (TOSCA) [41, 88, 89].

3.4 Storage
While VMs can either be close-to-optimally placed from the start, or be reasonably
easily migrated from one physical host to another, the data stores that VMs use for
computation input or output may be orders of magnitude larger than the working mem-
ories of the VMs. While storage units to VMs typically reside on network-accessible
nodes, network limitations and bandwidth considerations limit how VMs can be mi-
grated to hosts typically on the same subnet or network switch as the storage node,
as migration over the wide-area network (WAN) is technically possible but ineffi-
cient and warrants ongoing research [58, 90, 91]. Thus, storage management is key
to ensuring good performance and ensuring data safety is of utmost importance. For
fault-tolerance and performance reasons, storage is typically distributed [92, 93]. For
cloud bursting or intra-federation migration, the data needs to be exported to the tar-
get cloud to ensure reasonable performance (WAN links are too slow to perform disk
input and output). Doing so, without duplicating the transfers needlessly, is discussed
in Paper I.
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CHAPTER 4

Service-oriented
Architectures in the Cloud

Service-oriented architectures (SOAs) are part of a design philosophy that helps shape
and motivate cloud deployment of services, although the concepts have evolved since
the 1990’s and 2000’s when SOAs were first introduced. Papers II and III in this
thesis deal with orchestration of services in cloud environments, motivated by the
particularities of services designed for cloud deployment. This chapter serves as a
brief introduction to what type of software services are deployed in clouds, and how
cloud computing itself is the evolution of software services.

Services are, in the context of cloud computing, a term for a composition of a
number of service components, each of which contributes a well-defined functionality
to the functionality of the service as a whole1. Not all components have to be de-
ployed in the same cloud, or even in any cloud (i.e. a publicly facing web site could
be deployed in a public cloud, but access information through a secured connection
to an on-premise database with sensitive data). In SOA terms, services are network-
accessible software programs that have a well-defined functionality, offer access over
various transports and through various serialization formats, and they are regarded as
always being available [94]. They should be technology neutral for interoperability,
loosely coupled, and location transparent [94]. Their utility is the defining character-
istic, and this utility is made available via some kind of Application Program Interface
(API). Services (and the components thereof) and their APIs were in the SOA vision
supposed to be automatically discoverable via cataloging services/registries, and the
interaction between services facilitated almost to the point of automation by complex
but well-defined document formats fully describing the operation signatures of the en-
tire API of each service. For a number of reasons, most of which hardly technical, this
is not how modern services are presented and used. Instead, Representational State
Transfer (REST) [95, 96], which is focused on the data that a service represents and
offers methods to query and modify the data using the standard HTTP methods (GET,
PUT, POST, and DELETE), has emerged as the most common way of publishing an
API that allows others to make use of a service.

1In a 2007 interview at the High Scalability Blog, the then CTO at Amazon stated that generating a
single page involves about 100–150 backend service components.
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4.1 Services Developed for Cloud Environments
Cloud computing is well-suited for hosting services, since each VM can be customized
to suit a particular service component in terms of what software is installed and how
much computational power the component needs. A large relational database may re-
quire a large amount of RAM, whereas a web frontend that coordinates several back-
end services and presents a document to a web site visitor, might not. But clouds also
has certain specific traits that shape how services are developed for being deployed in
cloud environments.

Cloud computing offers rapid, on-demand elasticity by allowing SPs to commis-
sion and decommission VMs. This is called horizontal scaling, as it increases the
number of VMs. Modifying the capacity of individual VMs is referred to as verti-
cal scaling. The multi-core evolution [97] and how easy cloud computing makes it
to obtain more VMs has had a profound effect on how software is designed: soft-
ware services need to support running in a distributed manner, which adds significant
complexity in terms of fault-tolerance, communication between components, and data
consistency [98]. It is also desirable that the performance of the service increases (at
least) linearly with each additional added instance.

A component that often becomes a performance bottleneck and has undergone
such a change is the database. With the new scalability opportunities offered by cloud
computing, we have over the last few years seen the emergence of new data storage op-
tions including NoSQL [99,100] and NewSQL [101] data stores, to replace traditional
relational SQL data stores. Their utility is sometimes questioned [102, 103], since
they typically surrender some traits of SQL data stores (e.g. database-wide transaction
consistency) to achieve their higher scalability and availability properties [104].

From experience, the ideal service component that benefits most from horizontal
scalability is one designed to:

• perform a low number of quickly executed concise tasks, preferably just one;

• maintain no state information; and

• allow repeated idempotent calls.

If a service component is highly specialized and performs just a single, or a few
related, tasks, increasing the number of deployed component instances gives a targeted
boost to that particular function. Tasks should be concise, in that they do not solve
several problems at once (this is a tenet of good object-oriented design, anyway). State
information should be avoided, since it limits how well load can be distributed among
instances: if only the instance I can serve requests related to a session it has already
initiated, adding more instances cannot offload I. It is to prefer that new instances can
connect to any instance, new or old, and get the same results. Similarly, if a service
component instance is shut down in the middle of processing a request, it should be
able to issue the same command to a different instance and get the sought response.
This can only be guaranteed if idempotent calls are supported, meaning that several
repetitions of a particular request does affect the system beyond what a single request
would. Obviously, state has to be maintained somewhere (e.g. in a data store designed
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for horizontal scalability, or a distributed caching system), but keeping components
as free from it as possible is the goal of new frameworks that are emerging based on
these ideas, e.g. the Play! framework [105] for web services.

Managing the deployment of all these instances of horizontally scalable service
components is precisely what we set out to do in this thesis. Service components are
obviously related to one another, whether they carry out the same or simply related
tasks, and how they are deployed affects their performance and fault-tolerance. With-
out a language for the SP to express these relationships and how service components
should be deployed, a suitable deployment cannot be guaranteed by the cloud IP.
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CHAPTER 5

Thesis Contributions

This thesis contains contributions to cloud management and service deployment in
cloud federations in three main areas: service orchestration, placement optimization,
and monitoring. Challenges in these areas for federated cloud environments include
dealing with a lack of control and trust across organizational domains. The work
presented in the papers in this thesis highlight and present possible solutions to such
problems, both from the point of view of the infrastructure provider and the service
provider.

The main lessons learned during the work with this thesis are:

• Influence rather than control
The IP and SP have conflicting goals and optimization criteria: the SP would
optimally have the entire cloud site to itself, no network congestion, and each
VM deployed on an individual dedicated physical host. The IP wants to make
optimal use of the infrastructure, which means deploying as many services by
different SPs on the infrastructure as possible. For this very simple reason, the
SP cannot be granted control over how the infrastructure is used. And in con-
temporary (public) clouds, they are not. However, for some services, complete
lack of any way to express placement restrictions is unacceptable. Offering
influence to SPs, rather than control, is a reasonable trade-off.

• Migration costs differ
The cost of migration, in terms of VM performance drop and network utilization
(increases in congestion), needs to be taken into account when VMs are to be
migrated. All VMs are not created equal in terms of migration cost: determining
which VM is most suitable to move must take a large number of factors into ac-
count if we are to avoid picking the wrong VM. In particular, if we have granted
the SP increased influence over placement, we might end up having to migrate
a set of related VMs, should we choose one of them. Due to the impact on
performance VM migration demonstrably has, heuristically determining which
VM to migrate leads to more optimal use of resources and less performance
degradation in the cloud site as a whole.

• Monitoring systems can improve substantially
Monitoring, both the infrastructure itself on behalf of the IP and the deployed
services on behalf of the SP, currently leaves much to be desired in terms of
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compatibility, security, and ease of use. More work is required, and the field is
rife with competing approaches, making one of the most obvious corner stones
of any management process an exciting field for future developments.

5.1 Paper I
Paper I [106] deals with problems related to offloading (migrating) virtual machines
from one cloud to another in an effort to provide the best possible placement, and
monitoring of virtual machines, to ensure that they are given the agreed upon resources
in the service-level agreement.

While migration is typically performed between physical hosts within a single
cloud site (data center), it can be performed across wide area networks [58, 107],
and thus within cloud federations, as well. The principle of location unawareness,
as described in works by Hadas et al. [108], and a motivating design feature in the
RESERVOIR project [82], suggests that the actual placement of a VM should be as
transparent to the VM as possible.

Should a cloud A need to migrate away a VM to a partner cloud, that partner may
in turn contact its partners (unbeknownst to A) to check if they can host the VM. If
so, A’s partner can accept responsibility for hosting the VM, but delegates it to one of
its partners. And so forth. While operative commands to modify the VM’s state need
to be forwarded along such a chain, actually transferring the entire storage along the
chain would be inefficient. In Paper I, we propose a more efficient alternative based
on transfer proxies, which allows the originating cloud to transfer large data files to
the final destination cloud directly, although it is unaware of which particular cloud
that may be, due to being obscured by the chain of delegation.

A novel way of extracting monitoring data from VMs with the express goal of hid-
ing complexity, loosening the coupling between the monitored service and the mon-
itoring system, and requiring only minor modification to the service deployed in the
VM is also presented.

5.2 Paper II
Paper II [83] expands on finding optimal placement and on monitoring of virtual ma-
chines, but does so also from a user perspective: as a user of a cloud infrastructure, one
should be granted some level of influence (as opposed to outright control) over how
virtual machines are placed. We propose adding service structure to service manifests,
where SPs can define relationships between VMs and specify rules stipulating which
components may or may not be deployed on the same host, cloud site, or geographical
region as some other related VM. However, the SP is not granted any control over
the placement, and cannot force the IP to use a certain set of hosts for the service
deployment.

Service structure is expressed in terms of affinity and anti-affinity constraints on
the host-, cloud-, and (geographical) region-level to types or instances of a given type.
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Affinity requires co-placement on the defined level, whereas anti-affinity forbids it.
The type and instance division makes it possible to express, for instance, that a sin-
gle VM containing a database replica has a cloud-level affinity to all other database
replicas (type), but a host-level anti-affinity to other database replicas (instance). We
modeled relationships using directed acyclic graphs, an approach formalized and eval-
uated in Paper III.

A heuristic for determining the migratability of a (set of) VMs in a given place-
ment mapping was also introduced, as part of determining which VMs would be easier
to move, given that service structural constraints can imply that migration of one VM
may require others need to be migrated, as well.

As a way to bridge the gap between incompatible monitoring systems in cloud
federations, we suggested a novel monitoring system based on monitoring values with
attached semantic meta-data.

5.3 Paper III
Paper III [84] expands further on the concept of service structure defined in Paper II.
We provided a formal definition of the directed acyclic graphs that express the service
structure and, as an illustration, how they can be translated into placement constraints
matrices for input to an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) solver; presented a mathe-
matical model for incorporating these constraint matrices in a placement engine based
on ILP; and we also demonstrated through simulations that the proposed level of influ-
ence offers reasonable additional orchestration capabilities to users, while not making
the management of the cloud infrastructure overly complex.

We simulated a cloud site of 80 hosts, and 100 VMs belonging to a single service
to be placed upon these. Since service structure according to our definition does not
apply to components in other services, i.e. components from a Service A cannot have
any relationship to components from Service B (where A 6= B, of course). Therefore,
we simulated the presence of other services simply as a certain level of background
load already deployed on each host. 15300 input permutations were performed, and
the results show that there is a relationship between number of affinity constraints,
background load, and placement algorithm execution time that matches intuition:

• a low amount of both constraints and background load makes placement quick
and easy;

• more work is required if there are more complex affinity constraints at low back-
ground loads since the number of possible solutions increases; and

• placement of services with complex constraints on already loaded systems is
also quick to compute, due to the low number of possible solutions.

Regardless, the computational impact on the placement engine is very low, and we
argue that support for service structure should be added in future cloud orchestration
tools.
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CHAPTER 6

Future Work

The work presented in this thesis leaves a number of interesting topics to pursue,
including (in addition to future work mentioned in the papers):

• Modifying placement based on monitored application behavior
Monitoring of applications can provide hints towards the fitness (i.e. how good a
placement mapping is) of the current placement mapping [109]. Large amounts
of measured network traffic between two VMs can indicate that these should
be placed close together, for instance. Large CPU consumption by a VM in-
dicates that it should not be placed with other VMs that also consume large
amounts of CPU. Coupled with predictive techniques, placement based on ap-
plication insight can be made more intelligent and offer increased cloud infras-
tructure utilization. If the placement engine is already set up for dealing with
service structures, modifications to placement can be done by inferring service
structure, and taking this inferred service structure into account for upcoming
placement optimization iterations.

• Formal definition of migratability heuristic
In Paper II, we informally discuss the migratability heuristic. This should be
formally defined, and continually improved upon by the research community as
new possibilities for VM or container migration emerge.

• Monitoring causally related events
As one of many improvements to contemporary monitoring systems, we would
like to propose taking a lesson from distributed systems research in taking causal
relationships between events into account for service monitoring. Isolating the
cause of errors in services based on timestamped data is brittle due to the non-
existence of perfectly synchronized clocks, and offers poor support for devel-
opers in determining the actual cause of an error condition. If causal relation-
ships between events are part of the monitoring data stream, however, events
in one causing errors in another can easily be identified. The main challenge
is determining and distributing the information required for establishing causal
relationships in an efficient manner.

• Implementing service structure and evaluating exprimentally
With the recent interest in orchestration in the OpenStack community, imple-
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menting service structure in the OpenStack placement engine (the Nova Sched-
uler) would be a worthwhile endeavor. Doing so would allow one to perform
true experiments, rather than simulations, and get data and further insight on
what utility service structure offers, and at what cost.

• Investigate orchestration of services running in containers
Containers are very well suited for deploying services and constructing service-
oriented architectures. Due to the cheap isolation that practically comes for
free, and how platform-related software such as application servers are to be
delivered as containers, dividing a service into components that each run in
separate containers will be the norm in the containerized cloud. But this also
creates a demand for automatically provisioning, orchestrating, and managing
these containerized services in an automated fashion. The requirements and
future challenges that this gives rise to need to be studied further.
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Abstract—Current cloud computing infrastructure offerings
are lacking in interoperability, which is a hindrance to the
advancement and adoption of the cloud computing paradigm.
As clouds are made interoperable, federations of clouds may be
formed. Such federations are from the point of view of the user
not burdened by vendor lock-in, and opens for business possi-
bilities where a market place of cloud computing infrastructure
can be formed. Federated clouds require unified management
interfaces regarding the virtual machines (VMs) that comprise
the services running in the cloud federation. Standardization
efforts for the required management interfaces have so far
focused on definition of description formats regarding VMs, and
the control of already deployed VMs. We propose technology-
neutral interfaces and architectural additions for handling place-
ment, migration, and monitoring of VMs in federated cloud
environments, the latter as an extension of current monitoring
architectures used in Grid computing. The interfaces presented
adhere to the general requirements of scalability, efficiency,
and security in addition to specific requirements related to the
particular issues of interoperability and business relationships
between competing cloud computing infrastructure providers. In
addition, they may be used equally well locally and remotely,
creating a layer of abstraction that simplifies management of
virtualized service components.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing is growing increasingly popular in the
IT business, and industry leaders such as Bill Joy of Sun Mi-
crosystems fame estimated that utility and pervasive computing
such as cloud computing may be a trillion dollar business (as
quoted in [1]). Implementations and architectures vary widely,
and the cloud computing offerings of one vendor are often not
guaranteed to be compatible with those of some other vendor,
thus creating vendor lock-in.

The US National Institute of Standards and Technology is
currently working on a definition of cloud computing [2], where
cloud computing is stated as having five key characteristics:
(a) on-demand self-service; (b) ubiquitous network access;
(c) location independent resource pooling; (d) rapid elasticity;
and (e) pay per use. There are also three delivery models:
(i) Software as a Service; (ii) Platform as a Service; and
(iii) Infrastructure as a Service. These delivery models differ
substantially in scope. Our focus is cloud infrastructure, which
we use to denote the infrastructure required for hosting
virtualized services, and thus Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS).
In particular, the infrastructure provided should be flexible and

adapt to the dynamics in demand for a deployed service in
a cost-efficient way. This includes optimizing resource usage
at the infrastructure provider’s site locally (e.g. reducing the
number of powered machines and consolidation of load), as
well using bidirectional contracts with other infrastructure
provider sites. A federated cloud is one where (competing)
infrastructure providers can reach cross-site agreements of
cooperation regarding the deployment of service components
in a way similar to how electrical power providers provision
capacity from each other to cope with variations in demand.
Such collaboration increases location independence. To achieve
this vision, the cloud sites in the federation must conform to
common interfaces regarding virtualized service components
and employ compatible virtualization platforms.

Cloud computing leverages technologies such as Grid
computing and virtualization to provide the basic infrastructure
and platform for the cloud computing stack. Services (or
components thereof) are generally deployed in virtual machines
(VMs) that can be defined in terms of the required virtual
hardware resources and network connectivity. As demand
dynamically fluctuates, the resources can be scaled up or
down to allow the customer to pay only for the capacity
needed and to reduce the costs for the cloud provider. Rules
for this type of dynamic elasticity in resource demands are
formulated as Service Level Agreements (SLAs), either in
terms of virtual hardware resources and the utilization thereof,
or as Key Performance Indicators (KPIs). KPIs include e.g.
application-specific terms such as the number of jobs in a work
queue.

The contribution of this article is two-fold. First, we
analyze the current state of the art of (proposed) standards
for VM management interfaces to find where enhancements
are needed, and based on usage scenarios, determine what the
requirements of such enhancements are. Second, we propose
interfaces for supporting the additional required functionality,
adding placement, migration, and monitoring interfaces to the
interfaces already defined in (proposed) standards. We argue
that placement is a special case of migration, and thus can be
supported by the same homogeneous interface operations. We
define these interface operations, and introduce a component
called Transfer proxy that is used to carry out the file transfers.
An algorithm that utilizes Transfer proxies for such transfer
is presented. With regard to monitoring interfaces, we present
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additions to the descriptors of VMs that configure a general
monitoring system. In addition to discussing how monitoring
data should be transferred in a general cloud computing
platform and presenting our solution, we introduce a novel
approach for supporting application-level measurements in
virtualized cloud service components while requiring a minimal
change to the application itself.

The remainder of the article is structured as follows. In
Section II, we discuss the rationale and requirements regarding
migration and monitoring interfaces. Section III presents a
scalable and decentralized solution to handling migration of
VMs that fulfills these requirements. In Section IV, we present
additions to current standardized descriptors of VMs that
relate to monitoring of both the infrastructure itself and of
the applications that run in the VMs. These suggestions are
later discussed in Section V. Related work in some currently
active projects is presented in Section VI. Section VII contains
a summary and conclusions.

II. CROSS-SITE MANAGEMENT IN FEDERATED CLOUD
ENVIRONMENTS

The previous section referred to the working definition of
cloud computing by NIST, which states a number of key charac-
teristics for cloud computing. As the cloud computing paradigm
has become increasingly popular, various cloud infrastructure
architectures have been developed. For the purpose of this work,
we assume that a general cloud computing architecture requires
functionality that may well be implemented by components
divided into a number of layers with clear separation of
concern and responsibilities. Although the number of layers
vary among cloud computing implementations, we assume
that a general architecture is divided in at least the following
two conceptual layers: (a) the Management layer, responsible
for overall management, such as admission control, decisions
regarding where to deploy VEEs in the cloud (referred to as
placement of VMs), control of resources, accounting for usage,
etc; and (b) the Implementation layer, responsible for hosting
the VMs, maintaining virtual networks across sites, etc.

To note the difference in responsibilities of the sites in
the federation, we let primary site denote the site that has
been contractually bound by the service provider (customer)
to manage the VMs that comprise a service and other sites be
denoted as remote sites.

The layered architecture clearly marks a separation of
concern between the Management and Implementation layers.
There is also a separation of concern between cloud sites, as
sites may avoid disclosing exact information regarding the
placement of VMs on physical host machines. We call this
the principle of location unawareness. The principle is one
of the pillars of the RESERVOIR project [3], motivated by
use cases where cloud infrastructure providers do not wish
to disclose information regarding the size or utilization of
the infrastructure, due to the sensitivity of such information.
Also, it is more convenient for a site to make use of the
infrastructure offered as a service by the remote site, relying
on SLA compliance rather than minute resource management

of VMs running remotely. This also enables infrastructure-less
resource brokers to act in the federated cloud.

We use the term primary placement for denoting the selection
of, and transfer to, a site for future deployment of a VM that
has not been run yet, or one that has been shut down after
having run previously. A VM is regarded as deployed when
all its files have been transferred to the host that will run it, it
has been activated (or “booted up”), and is currently running.
Transferring a VM from one VM host to another, possibly with
either one or both hosts running at remote sites, is called VM
Migration. Note that both local (across local hosts) and remote
(cross-site) migration is included in this definition. The process
of migration may be initiated reactively due to the submission
of new VMs to deploy, or proactively to continuously optimize
placement to avoid SLA violations, evenly distribute system
load, consolidate VMs to few hosts for power savings, etc.

We claim that placement of a VM that has not yet been run,
or one that has been shut down, may be regarded as a special
case of cold migration, as the only conceptual difference is that
there is no serialized runtime state to transfer. We therefore,
for the purposes of this article, consider primary placement of
a VM to be no different from migration. This lets us employ
the same protocol in both contexts, and as a result, simplifies
management operations.

We consider three general usage scenarios related to migra-
tion of VMs. In the first (Usage scenario 1), the primary site
initiates the VM migration due to lack of local resources,
whereas in the second (Usage scenario 2), a remote site
currently running a VM on behalf of the primary site is unable
to continue doing so and requires that the primary site finds
new placement for the VM immediately. The third (Usage
scenario 3) is the case when a VM running locally at a certain
host must be migrated to another host, running at the same
site. Such migration may be used for e.g. energy conservation
(consolidation of VMs to a low number of hosts) or for load-
balancing (maximizing distribution of VMs among local hosts).

Requests to deploy a VM on behalf of some other site
are to be considered as offers of contracts. These contracts
may contain SLAs that stipulate the requirements on both
parties, and from the Infrastructure Provider’s point of view,
they could be costly to violate. Thus, in a migration scenario,
the involved sites must be able to verify the identities of
each other in a secure manner. If a site is unable to deploy a
VM due to lack of resources, it should be able to delegate the
responsibility to some partner site. Some of the aforementioned
SLAs are expressed in terms of VM resource allocation (e.g.
“5 Mb/second bandwidth 95% of the time over some time
period”), whereas others are expressed in application-specific
terms (e.g. “no more than 1000 concurrent database users at any
time”). In order to avoid violating the SLAs, the Management
layer is responsible for scaling the size and amount of the
VMs allocated to the service up and down, as required. For
reasons such as VM host maintenance, a site responsible for
running a VM may require that a VM is migrated away from it.
Such requests cannot be ignored by the site that has delegated
responsibility to the site.
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A. State of the Art Technologies and Standards

The state of the art technologies and standards include
support for some of the features mentioned in the usage
scenarios presented in Section II. In the following sections, we
briefly consider the topics of two of these sets of standards:
VM descriptors and VM control interfaces.

1) VM Descriptors : In order to be deployable in the
federated cloud, each VM must be described in terms of
required resources, its network membership and configuration,
have a unique identifier, etc. One standard dealing with
this issue is the Open Virtualization Format (OVF) [4] by
the Distributed Management Task Force (DMTF). OVF is
supported by leading technologies such as the open source
Xen [5] and the proprietary VMware [6].

We use the term VM Descriptor to refer to the description
of a single VM. Note that the OVF does not include a section
related to monitoring of VMs, but rather the configuration
of the virtual hardware and some basic configuration of this
hardware, e.g. network addresses, etc.

2) VM Control Operations: Once deployed, VMs must be
controlled by the management layer. A general Control interface
for VMs is used to carry out two types of operations: (a)
modifying the Descriptor of a VM, making it possible to alter
the amount of resources allocated, or any other configurable
parameter related to the VM; and (b) updating the runtime state
of the VM, e.g. by shutting down a running VM or activating
a hibernated one. The DMTF has proposed standards for these
operations in [7] and [8], respectively. The states of VMs are
described in [9].

B. Requirements

The usage scenarios in Section II require additional function-
ality not offered in the state of the art technologies described
in Section II-A. We summarize these requirements below:

1) A cryptographically secure identification scheme must be
used to authenticate the parties involved in all cross-site
communication.

2) Monitoring of VM resource allocation must be provided.
3) Monitoring of application-specific values must be pro-

vided.
4) Migration of VMs must be supported.
5) Migration must be possible to delegate.
6) A remote site must be able to make a request to the

site from which the delegation of responsibility came
to initiate immediate migration of a VM away from the
remote site. Such requests must not be ignored.

The following sections contain an approach for extending
upon the state of the art and meeting these requirements.

III. MIGRATION

Migration of a VM requires that the source and destination
host machines coordinate the transfer of the VM’s definition
and state files. We wish to set up such a transfer without losing
the separation of concern between the Management layer and

the Implementation layer or, similarly, the cross-site location-
unawareness, while still adhering to the overall requirements
of efficiency, security, and scalability.

To this end, we propose that each site maintains at least one
Transfer proxy component in the Management layer. A Transfer
proxy is a component that provides a layer of abstraction
and information hiding, while at the same time associates
an upcoming transfer with a transfer negotiation process.
For scalability reasons, a site may wish to deploy several
Transfer proxies. On behalf of the site, the Transfer proxies
maintain a mapping between a VM identifier and where (at
the Implementation level) its files are to be placed or read
from. This mapping is called the Transfer token. The Transfer
token is a unique identifier whose meaning is only known
within the originating Transfer proxy. In this way, only the
address of the Transfer proxy at a site is disclosed, not the
address (or any other internal information) of the VM host at
the Implementation level.

Using an approach similar to the File Transfer Protocol
(FTP [10, Section 2.3]), the system uses separate control
and transfer channels (out-of-band). The control channel is
entirely contained within the Migration management protocol,
maintaining the separation between the Management and
Implementation layers.

A. Roles

Migration of a VM can be initiated for several reasons, and
by several parties. In all cases, we can identify the following
roles:

• Controller. The site responsible for setting up the transfer
of the VM is denoted the Controller. It needs not awareness
of the actual current placement of the VM, and is unaware
of whether it communicates directly with the Source
or Destination sites or indirectly via any number of
Intermediary sites.

• Source. The Source is where the VM currently resides.
• Destination. The Destination is where the VM is to be

deployed.
• Intermediary. Between the Controller and the

Source/Destination sites, there may be any number of
Intermediaries. On an intuitive level, the Intermediary acts
as Controller on behalf of another Controller. This offers
a layer of abstraction regarding the actual placement of
the VM.

A site may, depending on context, take on several of the
roles, e.g. act as both Controller and Source in the case of
migration of a VM from the primary site that was also initiated
by the primary site. Also, it should be noted that any site
already involved in the management of a VM due to a prior
delegation of responsibility can take on the role of Controller
if needed.

Figure 1 shows an overview of the migration process.
Because management of a VM can be delegated, the Controller
is unaware of the actual placement of the VM on which site or
host a VM is placed. Thus, the Controller only keeps track of
what Intermediary site to contact in order to control the VM.
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Figure 1: Migration process overview: solid lines denote
control messages that are sent indirectly from the Controller
to the Source site (where the VM is currently running) to the
Destination site (where the VM should be migrated to), whereas
dashed lines are used for direct network communication
between sites. The transfer of the VM is carried out directly
between the Source and Destination for efficiency reasons.

B. Operations

The operations of the protocol are as follows:
• Migration request (from the Controller and Intermediaries

to possible Destinations). Migration requests are sent to
possible future Destinations, to verify if the prospect site
can accept a VM migration. The VM Descriptor and
VM identifier are sent as input to the operation. Note
that, depending on context and infrastructural/architectural
policies, the remote site may in turn forward the request
to another site and thus delegating the responsibility of
managing the VM. The receiver of a Migration request
may either accept or reject, depending on local site
heuristics that take business rules and infrastructure
capabilities into account. The return value contains a list
of the information necessary to later issue the “Initiate
transfer” operation presented below. This information
includes the Transfer proxy’s URI and the Transfer token.

• Forced migration (from either the Controller to a Source,
or from the Source to the site that delegated the VM
to the Source). A Forced migration request may be sent
to indicate that a VM must immediately be prepared
for migration away from its current placement. This call
may be initiated by either a remote or the primary site,
as a result of e.g. the Source site shutting down a host
machine for maintenance (operation initiated remotely) or
the primary site wishing to avoid SLA violations that are
to be expected at the remote site (operation initiated by
the primary site). Note that in addition to the Controller
and Source sites, any Intermediary site involved with the
VM may initiate a Forced migration as they are also
stakeholders and may wish to optimize the placement of
the VM in accordance with some site criteria.

• Initiate transfer (from the Controller to the Destination,
via Intermediaries). The Initiate transfer operation is used
to trigger the previously negotiated migration of the VM.
The operation parameters contain the URIs and tokens of
both the Source’s and Destination’s Transfer proxies.

• Transfer verification (from the Controller to the Source, via
Intermediaries). This operation is issued by the Controller

to the Source to verify that a given transfer was completed
successfully.

C. Migration algorithm

In this section, we present the algorithms for the Controller,
Destination, and Source sites. Intermediaries should only
forward the requests along the path to the intended destination,
and thus do not warrant an algorithm description.

1) At the Controller: The Controller migration algorithm
is initiated either by the Controller being in the process
of accepting a new service or VM, performing periodic
placement optimization, or by a remote site requesting that
a given VM should be migrated away invoking the Forced
migration operation on the previous Intermediary in the chain
of Intermediaries. Such an invocation may be regarded as an
optional Step 0 for the Controller in the following algorithm.
Note that any site along the path of responsibility may act as
a Controller.

Name: Main migration algorithm.
Runs at: Controller.
Input: An event causing replacement has occurred.
Result: VM migrated to new location.

1) Let D be an empty list.
2) Let P denote the set of possible Destination sites,

including the local site. For each p ∈ P (performed in
parallel):
a) Call Migration request on p. The return value is a list.

Add each returned tuple of 〈puri, ptok〉 containing the
returned Transfer proxy URI and Transfer token to the
list D.

3) Sort D according to greatest benefit for the site and choose
d ∈ D to be the Destination.

4) Let s denote the Source and Invoke Forced migration on
s. Store returned Transfer proxy URI as suri and Transfer
token as stok.

5) Invoke Initiate migration on d, passing the tuple
〈suri, stok, duri, dtok〉 as parameter. Store result as dstat.

6) Invoke Transfer verification on s passing 〈suri, stok〉 as
parameter. Store result as sstat.

7) Unless dstat = sstat, go back to Step 5.

2) At the Destination: The Destination can be called by the
Controller for two reasons, to handle migration requests and
to react to the transfer initiation operation call.
Name: Migration request handler.
Runs at: Destination.
Input: VM identifier, VM descriptor.
Result: List of possible placement options.

1) Let D be an empty list.
2) If placement is possible locally, then for each possible

local host h:
a) Let T denote the set of Transfer proxies. Choose t ∈ T .
b) From t, obtain Transfer token ttok by supplying h and

the VM identifier.
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c) Add the tuple 〈turi, ttok〉 containing the URI of the
Transfer proxy and the Transfer token to D.

3) If delegation is allowed according to site policy:
a) Act as the Controller does in Step 2. Add returned

possible destinations to D.
4) Limit D to include only Destinations that should be

exposed as possible Destinations, according to site policies
(e.g. “only local” or “only preferred partner sites”).

5) Return D.
Name: Initiate transfer handler.
Runs at: Destination.
Input: 〈suri, stok, duri, dtok〉.
Result: “success” or “failure” of the transfer.

1) Forward the tuple of 〈suri, stok, duri, dtok〉 to the Transfer
proxy at duri.

2) At the Transfer proxy:
a) Connect to suri, and supply stok.
b) Begin copying VM-related files over a secure channel

(e.g. scp).
c) Return either “success” or “failure”, depending on the

status of the transfer.
3) Forward the return value from the Transfer proxy.
3) At the Source: The Source will be called upon to prepare

the VM for migration using the Forced migration call, and to
verify the transfer afterward. These operations are carried out
as follows.
Name: Forced migration handler.
Runs at: Source.
Input: VM identifier.
Result: 〈turi, ttok〉.

1) Let T denote the set of Transfer proxies. Choose t ∈ T .
2) From t, obtain Transfer token ttok by supplying h and

the VM identifier.
3) Return the tuple 〈turi, ttok〉 containing the URI of the

Transfer proxy and the Transfer token.
Name: Transfer verification handler.
Runs at: Source.
Input: 〈suri, stok〉.
Result: “success” or “failure” of the transfer.

1) Connect to the Transfer proxy at suri, supplying stok as
parameter and ask for file transfer status.

2) Forward the return value from the Transfer proxy.

D. Remarks
The algorithm does not dictate how the Controller or

Destination should obtain a list of possible destinations. In
some contexts, it may be most appropriate to have a central
Directory Service of all sites known in the cloud and for the
site looking for a partner site to opportunistically connect to
them all. In others, sites may have preferred partner sites,
due to existing contracts or similar. We do not specify which
alternative should or must be used, since they are equally
applicable.

Note that the direct transfer from Source Transfer proxy to
Destination Transfer proxy (Step 2b in the Main migration

algorithm) could also be relayed through the Transfer proxies
of the Intermediaries to provide complete location unawareness.
However, this is more costly in terms of network traffic, so
the suggested approach is to allow such out-of-band transfers
to occur. This trade-off is however not dictated by design, but
rather by infrastructural policies that govern the use of the
system.

All requests sent are signed with the private key of the
sender. This makes it possible for the receivers to verify the
origin of the requests. This applies not only to the endpoints
(Controller and Source/Destination), but to all Intermediaries
as well.

Note that the local site is included in the set of possible
Destinations in Step 2 of the Main migration algorithm.
Therefore, the algorithm needs no modification to be used
between hosts within the local site, as eligible hosts will be
found in Step 2 of the Migration request handler algorithm.

IV. MONITORING

In a cloud environment, monitoring is performed for two
main reasons: (a) to ensure that VMs get the capacity stipulated
in the SLAs; and (b) to collect data for system-wide accounting
of the resources that have been in use on behalf of the
service providers, which is required for billing. There are
two complimentary types of monitoring that must be carried
out by the system: (a) infrastructure measurements, including
low-level measurements of the resources used by the VM, such
as the amount of RAM or the network bandwidth; and (b)
KPIs specific to the application, e.g. the amount of currently
logged in users at a server. Both types of values may be of a
sensitive nature, and they must be appropriately secured.

Grid computing forms the basis for the infrastructure of cloud
computing, and thus, we shall briefly consider monitoring in
Grid environments. The Global Grid Forum has defined a Grid
Monitoring Architecture (GMA) [11]. In the architecture, a
central Directory Service allows a Producer of monitoring
events to register itself, so that Consumers can look it up and
start subscribing to such events. Consumers can also register,
so that Producers may perform a lookup regarding Consumers.
All components can be replicated as needed, and the system is
inherently scalable. Many implementations of Grid monitoring
are based on GMA, notably including R-GMA [12], which is
being used in large projects such as the European DataGrid
project [13] and gLite [14].

There are two sides to monitoring that require consideration:
what to monitor, and how to monitor it. Using the terminology
of the GMA, what to monitor and at what frequency data is
generated is determined by the configuration of the Producers,
whereas how to monitor the data and the frequency of
such measurements is determined by the configuration of
the Consumers. In the general two-layer cloud architecture
discussed previously, the Implementation layer is the Producer,
and the Management layer is the Consumer. If more than one
site is involved in the management of a VM, the Management
layers of many sites may be regarded as Consumers.
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Monitoring of resources is conceptually performed either
continuously or at discrete times. Continuous measuring is a
special case of discrete measuring, where the interval between
measurements is very small and the data is delivered like a
stream. The measured data can be delivered according to any
of the following schemes: (a) as soon as possible; (b) at regular
intervals; or (c) when a predicate evaluates to true (such as
when the measured quantity falls below some threshold value).
Similar to continuous vs. discrete measurements, scheme (a)
may be regarded as a special case of scheme (b).

The data can be returned in raw or processed form. In raw
form, all data measured during the interval is returned. In
processed form, some mathematical function has been applied
to the data set, e.g. maximum, minimum, mean, or median.
Processing the information at the Implementation level at the
Source lowers the amount of required network bandwidth, as
less data needs to be sent back to the Management layer at
the primary site.

All VMs require monitoring — at the very least for account-
ing purposes. Also, both the Implementation and Management
layers require full information to configure the monitoring
Producers and Consumers correctly. Thus, it is appropriate
to specify the monitoring frequency, delivery scheme, and
required format in the VM Descriptor. Should changes be
required during the lifetime of the VM, they can be made
through the Control interface, where other VM Descriptor
changes are made possible.

We therefore suggest that the VM Descriptor is augmented
with the following additional configuration parameters regard-
ing monitoring:

• A set of monitoring specifiers, one or more for each
type of data point that can be monitored, including the
following information:
– The monitoring interval length in milliseconds. A value

of zero indicates that monitoring should be performed
as frequently as possible.

– The delivery interval length in milliseconds. A value
of zero indicates that monitoring data should be sent
as soon as it is available.

– The delivery format, i.e. raw or processed. If the data
is to be processed, it should also be specified what
mathematical function to process the data with (min,
max, mean, or median).

• The public key of the primary site, used to enable optional
encryption of monitoring data (see Section IV-B).

A. Obtaining measurements

Measurements on the infrastructure or implementation level
are straight-forward to perform, as most (if not all) virtualiza-
tion technologies offer monitoring support. Thus, we simply
note that obtaining such values is possible using existing
hypervisor-specific APIs and rather focus on obtaining KPI
measurements.

Ideally, application software should not have to be altered
for cloud deployment. However, without such alterations, it is
impossible to allow the running service applications to report

KPI values to the cloud monitoring system. Our approach is
to require only that the application performs standard file I/O
operations on a particular file system partition that is added to
the VM. Using File System in User Space (FUSE) [15], the
application is unaware that the data being written to a file is
actually passed to a program, running in user space. We let
this program be a wrapper for a database, where the data is
actually stored. The VM host can then register triggers within
the database to fire when new data arrives (alternatively, if
database triggers are not supported, poll the database at the
required interval), and the data is guaranteed by the database
to adhere to the ACID (Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation,
Durability) requirements [16]. Thus, the only modifications to
the system running in the VM required for this approach is: (a)
that FUSE or similar is enabled; and (b) that the application
writes KPI monitoring data to a regular file on the FUSE
file system partition. Using this approach, the VM host at the
Implementation layer is able to extract both types of monitoring
measurements, and may publish the data to the consumers at
the configured intervals.

A more detailed description of the FUSE-based database-
backed file system is as follows. The file system partition
is created with two directories, encrypted and unencrypted.
Files stored in the encrypted directory are assumed to be
encrypted in their entirety, and therefore cannot be parsed by
the Implementation layer. On the other hand, files stored in the
unencrypted directory may be parsed by the Implementation
layer, which makes it possible to process the data. Whenever
a file is stored in the file system, regardless of whether it is
encrypted or not, an entry is made in the database back end
where the table name equals the file name. In addition to the
data written to the file, a timestamp is added that marks the time
at which the data was saved in the file system. Unencrypted files
should be stored as comma-separated value (CSV) files, and be
either one or two lines long. For a two-line file, the first line
is assumed to contain the column names that shall be used in
the database. These names can also be referenced in the SLAs
(e.g. current_users). Columns without labels are given a
standard name (such as “columnX”, where X ∈ {1, 2, . . .}).
A single-line file is regarded as a two-line file where the first
line is empty, and thus the columns are all named according
to the naming scheme.

If the service application is not modifiable (closed source
application), but has some other type of monitoring facility,
e.g. a protocol for querying a server via the network, a custom
program can be written that obtains such values and writes
them to the file system can be deployed alongside the main
application.

B. Security

Monitoring data is sensitive, as it can be used to disclose
information about the running application. We therefore suggest
that there should be support for securing the data before it is
transmitted over a network, although using such measures
should be optional. Infrastructure monitoring data can be
secured by encrypting it with the primary site’s public key (as
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the ultimate destination for the monitoring data is the primary
site). Application-specific KPI values may on the other hand
be too sensitive to disclose even at the Implementation level,
since the VM may run at a cloud infrastructure provider that
the customer has no trust relationship with. In that case, we
suggest that it is encrypted using the primary site’s public key
before it is written by the application itself.

V. DISCUSSION

The proposed protocols and interfaces conform to the
requirements gathered from the Usage Scenarios defined in
Section II. Usage Scenarios 1 and 3 are supported directly
by the migration algorithm as it is presented, whereas Usage
Scenario 2 additionally requires the optional Step 0 as described
in Section III-C. The operations are carried out in a crypto-
graphically secure manner, and the VMs can be monitored
using the monitoring proposal of Section IV.

The work presented in this article has been developed in
accordance with the principle of location-unawareness, as
defined in Section II. The principle adds some complexity,
as it requires control messages to be sent through a chain of
Intermediaries rather than directly between the two endpoint
sites. We argue that this is acceptable overhead, as the gains
made by adhering to the principle are greater: (a) the system is
distributed to a higher degree, which benefits scalability as the
reliance upon a single point of failure decreases; (b) there is
a more clear separation of concern as the Intermediaries may
act as Controllers for a VM should their site policies dictate
that placement should be altered; (c) there is less information
exchange between sites, and thus less information to keep
current using concurrency control schemes; and (d) adherence
to the principle guarantees a more general system that can
adapt to new environments and use cases, rather than requiring
that all placement decisions are made at a central site. The
less general case, where a VM must be placed at a site of
the primary site’s choosing, is merely a restriction on the
approaches and architecture presented in this article — the
algorithms need only be modified to disallow delegation of
responsibility to Intermediaries. Such restrictions are best to
make at deploy time, rather than at design time, since the
generality of a design increases its applicability.

Transfer proxies, as presented in this article, make a logical
chain of Intermediaries between the primary site and the Source
where a given VM is being deployed. Should a site become
unavailable due to e.g. a network error, such chains may be
broken. Let us first note that policies of a site may prohibit
it from ever acting as an Intermediary, thus, for the site,
circumventing the problem of broken trust chains altogether.
It is also reasonable to assume that a site may be configured
to only consider acting as an Intermediary for another site
that is within the same administrative domain. Since every
Intermediary adheres to the terms in the SLA regarding the
VM, and thus are at risk of paying for possible SLA violations,
reasonable sites will not delegate responsibility to sites that
cannot be trusted. Thus, these chains of Intermediaries will be
only as short as the trust relationship between sites permits.

The risk of a broken chain of trust must be weighed against the
benefits offered by the possibility to delegate responsibility over
VMs within the federated cloud. We argue that a distributed
system design should be open-ended and enabling, rather than
restricting. This allows the design to remain relevant as it
can accommodate for more use cases and be adapted to more
situations.

Monitoring data must reach all Intermediaries involved with
a given VM, to ensure the sites that the VM is still running
correctly — if it is not, placement has to be re-evaluated to
avoid SLA violation penalties. The data may either be passed
repeatedly through each Intermediary site from the Source to
the primary site, or it may be placed in a common Enterprise
Service Bus (ESB). Neither of these break the principle of
location unawareness.

The overall design goals of any system are scalability,
efficiency, and security. Let us now evaluate the suggested
design from these perspectives. From a combined scalability
and efficiency point of view, the suggested migration and
monitoring interfaces are inherently scalable. If monitoring
data is passed along path of Intermediaries, each site acts as
both a Consumer and as a Producer of monitoring data. R-
GMA has been developed with this type of data forwarding in
mind [12], as it increases the scalability and efficiency of the
system. ESB-style solutions are also inherently scalable and
suitable for this type of application. The migration architecture,
including the interface, is also very efficient and scalable,
as it gives a high degree of autonomy to each site while at
the same time requires very little network traffic overhead to
perform migration. A high level of autonomy is important for
scalability, as sites are more self-contained and thus the amount
of information that has to be exchanged is reduced. Security
is built in to both the migration and the monitoring interfaces
and architectures, and the use of asymmetric encryption offers
the confidentiality and integrity required.

Future work includes evaluation of the proposed solutions.
Since the amount of control messages exchanged by the sites in
the Transfer Proxy-supported migration is low, and the sizes of
such messages is much lower than the transfer of the image files
(which will be measured in gigabytes, rather than kilobytes for
the messages), the added overhead in terms of network traffic
must be assumed to be very low. To evaluate the monitoring
proposal, a prototype is being developed as a proof of concept
and its performance and usability will be tested.

VI. RELATED WORK

Several standardization projects are in the early stages
of developing interoperable cloud interfaces, such as the
OCCI [17] working group at the Open Grid Forum. However,
the topics KPI-aware monitoring and federation of clouds are
deemed out of scope for the project. The authors of this work
will be involved with developing extensions as contributions
to OCCI to address these matters.

OpenNebula [18] is a open-source virtualization management
software. It leverages various existing virtualization technolo-
gies and enables system administrators to administer a cluster
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of hosts. It allows resources to be added dynamically, and
advanced management functions such as workload distribution
control and cluster partitioning. Migration within a single site
is already supported, as is deploying VMs to Amazon EC2.
Currently, the OpenNebula project is developed to support
cross-site management functionality and cross-site migration
of VMs.

Related Grid computing interfaces include WS-GRAM [19]
and OGSA-BES [20]. The former is related to submission of
jobs to a Grid, whereas the latter defines a state model, an
informational model, and Web Service port types for man-
agement of Grid jobs. It also includes a proposed distributed
monitoring of the resources where the jobs are running. The
OGSA-BES allows for migration of Grid jobs, but does not
specify how such migration should be implemented.

Resource scheduling and Grid brokering may be viewed
as a theoretical basis for how to perform VM placement
in a cloud computing environment. Relevant work in this
field includes [21], [22]. The aforementioned research can
be leveraged in Destination selection process in the Transfer
Proxy-supported migration.

VM migration has been studied extensively in works such
as [23], [24]. However, these works focus on the technical
aspect of performing migration, rather than defining the
interfaces for initiating and managing the migration process
itself.

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have presented two novel interface and architectural
contributions, facilitating for cloud computing software to
make use of inter- and intra-site VM migration and improved
inter- and intra-site monitoring of VM resources, both on an
infrastructural and on an application-specific level. Existing
monitoring architectures may be leveraged, as the proposed
monitoring solution is compatible with the Grid Monitoring
Architecture [11], although it is proposed that a more highly
distributed solution is used instead. The additions presented in
the article adhere to a principle of location-unawareness, which
increases scalability, decreases the degree of coupling between
sites in the federated cloud environment, and makes a clear
separation of concern between sites. The proposed additions
expose a high level of generality, and are thus adaptable
and usable in many scenarios, without being impractical to
implement or standardize.
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Abstract—Cloud infrastructure providers may form Cloud
federations to cope with peaks in resource demand and to make
large-scale service management simpler for service providers. To
realize Cloud federations, a number of technical and managerial
difficulties need to be solved. We present ongoing work address-
ing three related key management topics, namely, specification,
scheduling, and monitoring of services. Service providers need
to be able to influence how their resources are placed in Cloud
federations, as federations may cross national borders or include
companies in direct competition with the service provider. Based
on related work in the RESERVOIR project, we propose a
way to define service structure and placement restrictions using
hierarchical directed acyclic graphs. We define a model for
scheduling in Cloud federations that abides by the specified
placement constraints and minimizes the risk of violating Service-
Level Agreements. We present a heuristic that helps the model
determine which virtual machines (VMs) are suitable candidates
for migration. To aid the scheduler, and to provide unified data to
service providers, we also propose a monitoring data distribution
architecture that introduces cross-site compatibility by means of
semantic metadata annotations.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing has the potential to offer cost-efficient
and seemingly unlimited computational capacity to resource
consumers, and more importantly, to deal seamlessly with
unexpected spikes in resource consumption that would be
unmanageable for in-house hosting alternatives. The problem of
maintaining sufficient resources is transferred from the resource
consumers to Cloud Infrastructure Providers (IPs). We refer
to the consumers of Cloud infrastructure as Service Providers
(SPs), which typically are companies who in turn offer services
to end users. Service-Level Agreements (SLAs) specify the
terms under which the SP provisions resources from the IP
and at what cost, and define economical penalties if the IP
fails to deliver accordingly.

IPs can collaborate on workload sharing and resource sub-
contracting to easier cope with spikes in resource consumption
or other unexpected events that affects hosting of services.
Such collaboration may exploit pricing differences at Cloud
IPs which can yield savings, even for a low amount of
requested resources [1]. We use the same definition for Cloud
federations and framework agreements as in [2], namely that
Cloud federations allow IPs to subcontract resources at remote
Cloud sites when local resources are running low, as governed
by bilateral framework agreements. The SP needs not be aware
of such subcontracting and only interacts with the original IP.

Cloud bursting can be seen as a special case of federation where
resources are only provisioned by one party from the other,
usually by a private Cloud from a public provider. Alternatively,
an SP may directly host a service across several IPs. As in [3],
we refer to this as a multi-provider hosting and consider it to
be separate from Cloud federations. In multi-provider hosting,
management and service orchestration across several sites is
managed by the SP. In Cloud federations, the IP manages
provisioning and monitoring of remote resources on behalf of
the SP. IP-level management of e.g. elasticity and SLAs in
Cloud federations [4] or federation/multi-hosting hybrids [3]
is currently under research.

In this paper, we present ongoing work related to solving core
management issues that arise specifically in Cloud federations.
Specifying service structure and placement constraints affords
the SP a sufficient amount of control over service deployment
in Cloud federations. Schedulers must take this information
into account when determining placement for each service
component, and may use migration as a tool to optimize
placement according to some management objective. Once
a component has been placed and is executing, its state must
be monitored to make placement optimization possible. Our
contributions are the following:

• we define a hierarchical graph structure for service
representation and intra-service rule specification which
impacts scheduling within the Cloud federation,

• we present a scheduling model and heuristic that optimizes
VM placement via local and remote migration, and

• we present a semantic monitoring data distribution archi-
tecture, which provides interoperability between different
Cloud infrastructure monitoring systems.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
briefly describes the design principles and the features that
motivate our work. Section III presents how a graph may be
used to represent structured services with rules concerning
component placement and includes an example thereof. In
Section IV, we present a model and heuristic for a scheduler that
takes placement constraints into account for local and remote
placement of VMs in the Cloud federation. Section V introduces
an architecture of a system aimed to provide compatibility
for disparate monitoring systems via employing semantic
metadata to bridge the differences. The paper is concluded in
Section VII.
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II. DESIGN PRINCIPLES AND MOTIVATING FEATURES

In this section, we briefly describe the design principles and
features that motivate our work. We formulate the principle
of location unawareness based on [5] and [6] such that it
states that neither the management system nor the VMs should
be needlessly aware of current VM placement. From the
management point of view, this means that e.g. the scheduler is
perfectly aware of whether a given VM is placed at a local host
or at a remote site R, but it does not know which particular
host at R hosts the VM (and it cannot request to change this
placement). The VM may even have been delegated to another
partner site by R without notifying the original IP.

From the VM point of view, location unawareness implies
that the VM is not aware of its current hosting within the
Cloud federation, including its location in the network. Thus,
virtualized overlay networks must span across sites and allow
VMs to keep all private and public IP addresses, even during
migration from one site to another. Offering such networking
functionality is the topic of ongoing research [6] and currently
not offered by any commercial vendors.

Data and computation provisioning in federated Clouds raises
concerns regarding locality, both from a performance and a
legislative point of view [7], [8]. To ensure that resources are
provisioned satisfactorily while retaining location unawareness,
affinity and anti-affinity rules may be specified. We use the same
definition of affinity as [9] i.e. to denote a set of placement
constraining relationships between sets of related VMs. We use
the term AA-constraints where both affinity and anti-affinity
are applicable, and each term alone if something applies only
to either affinity or anti-affinity.

Without loss of generality, we consider three levels of AA-
constraints, namely host, (Cloud) site, and geographical region.
For an affinity level L, if VM types A and B are in the
relation, a scheduler must place all instances of these types
so that placement restrictions are adhered to, e.g. instances
must be placed on the same host machine or at the same site
if this is the specified affinity relation. Conversely, anti-affinity
requires that instances of VM types may not be placed on the
same level, e.g. on the same host or at the same site. Using
several AA-constraints, it is possible to restrict placement such
that, e.g., all VMs must be placed on different hosts, avoid
a certain competitor site, and may never be migrated to or
placed in a region where certain legislation applies.

III. SERVICE REPRESENTATION

Some model is required to allow the SP to specify both
the structure of the service and AA-constraints. We propose
that hierarchical directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) are suitable
service representations. The reasons are twofold: (a) there is
an implied or explicitly stated structure between resources, e.g.
between attached storage units and computational resources
(parent-child relationship); and (b) AA-constraints may apply
only to certain related service subsets (sibling relationship). In
our formulation, trees are insufficient since a node may require
more than one parent, for example if a VM is part of two
otherwise disjoint internal networks.

Table I
NODE TYPES USED TO DEFINE THE STRUCTURE OF A SERVICE.

Node type Abbr. Description

Service Root Common ancestor for all service com-
ponents.

Compute Resource C
Compute resource, which can be con-
nected to networks and storage units.

AA-constraint A

Metadata for use within a scheduler
to determine placement according to
affinity and anti-affinity rules. Scope
may either be type or instance and
must be specified.

Block Storage Sb
A mountable data storage for a Com-
pute resource. Cf. Amazon EBS.

File Storage Sf

Data storage which may be accessed
by multiple Compute resources simul-
taneously. Cf. Amazon S3.

Internal Network Ni
Internal network for all underlying
Compute resources and File storages.

External Network Ne

External network connection (IP ad-
dress) for the parent Compute or File
storage resource.

Special meaning is reserved for the words type and instance
when used to describe resources: types act as templates for
instances, and one-to-many instances can be instantiated of each
type. Table I lists node types with description and abbreviation.
Nodes of type AA-constraints (A) only affect Compute (C) and
File storage (Sf ) nodes. The other resources, networks and
block storage, implicitly or explicitly belong to instances of
either C or Sf , and thus are covered by the same AA-constraints
as the node to which they belong.

Figure 1 shows examples of structures which can be
composed into valid hierarchical DAGs. The relationship
marked with edges create parent-child relationships. Instances
of child nodes are attached to each instance of their parent.
Both A and internal network (Ni) nodes may be nested to
arbitrary depth. Nodes of type A stipulate constraints for all
descendants as described above. For nested Ni nodes, C and
Sf nodes require a virtual network interface for each ancestor
of type Ni and each descendant of external network (Ne) nodes
to connect them to each of these network instances.

An AA-constraint affects all descending C and Sf nodes but
may have different scope, either type or instance, as specified
as an attribute of the constraint. An AA-constraint with type
scope affects how instances of a type can be placed in relation
to instances of other types, but not instances of the same type.
An AA-constraint with instance scope affects all descending
instances regardless of type, and therefore also affects instances
of the same type. For example, consider an AA-constraint A1

specifying ”not same host” with two underlying compute node
types C1 and C2:

1) If the scope of A1 is type scope, no instance of type C1

may be placed at the same host as an instance of type
C2. (However, two instances of C1 may be placed at the
same host.)

2) If the scope of A1 is instance scope, no pair of instances
of either type (C1 or C2) may be placed at the same
host.
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Figure 1. Rules defining valid inter-node relationships for service definition DAGs. C denotes Compute resources, A denotes AA-constraints, Sf and Sb

denote file and block storage, respectively, and Ni and Ne denote internal and external networks. Valid terminal nodes are marked with a border. Further node
description can be found in Table I.

Figure 2. Example of a three-tier Web application service represented using a
DAG which includes AA-constraints and network setup. Node types are shown
in Figure 1, and labels have been added for clarity.

A. Service Definition Example

We exemplify this structure by describing a typical three-tier
Web application in Figure 2 as a DAG. Immediately below the
service root node, an AA-constraint states that all descendants
of all resource types must be located in Europe. Thus, a
scheduler may choose freely among Cloud federation partner
sites located in Europe, but not elsewhere. An internal network
resource node specifies that all its descendants are connected
to a single local network instance. In addition, instances of the
front end compute resource type are accessible via per-instance
individual external IP addresses. A type scope anti-affinity
constraint forbids placement of instances of the primary and
secondary database servers at the same physical host. For
the secondary database servers, an instance scope anti-affinity
constraint explicitly forbids placement of instances at the same
host, for fault-tolerance reasons. An individual block storage
is attached to each compute node instance.

IV. MODEL FOR SCHEDULING IN FEDERATED CLOUDS

Scheduling is the process by which a VM management
system decides on which physical host machine or partner
site within a Cloud federation a VM should be placed. The
general problem is to create a placement mapping between
VMs and physical hosts such that placement fulfills certain
management objectives [3], e.g. to maximize profit, avoiding
loss of reputation, maximizing resource usage, etc. Mappings

are evaluated using a number of factors, e.g. power consumption
of physical host machines, economical penalties stipulated in
pertinent SLAs, etc.

We present fundamental ongoing work for scheduling based
on a model that takes AA-constraints, e.g. the ones shown in
Figure 2, into account. The model assumes that migration can
be used to optimize placement, but avoids unnecessary or risky
(in terms of SLA violation risk) migrations.

The model regards remote sites as logical local hosts with
different service-level characteristics, e.g. network capacity.
Thus, management is simplified while still representing the
performance and SLA-related differences between the local
and the remote site(s).

Our model is formally described as follows. Let V be the set
of VMs that need placement and H be the set of hosts to our
disposal (including remote sites as logical members of H). M
denotes a set of mappings mv,h ∈M of VM v to host h stating
that VM v is placed on h. Time is discretized and each interval
has one active mapping. We wish to determine a new mapping
Mn based on an old mapping Mn−1 such that net profit is
maximized. Net profit is expressed as the difference between
a benefit function B(V ), a cost function C(M) (models e.g.
power usage due to the current host utilization), and estimated
SLA-related costs due the inherent risk of performance loss
associated with migration S(Mn−1,Mn) in modifying the old
mapping into the new one. We express this in Equation 1.

maximize

(
B(V )−

H∑

h=1

V∑

v=1

C(Mn)− S(Mn−1,Mn)

)

(1)
Note that if a mapping M makes use of remote resources in

the Cloud federation, this will likely incur a larger cost C(M)
but (hopefully) also reduce the expenses if an SLA is violated,
since the remote site also must provide compensations in that
case. For sufficiently large problem instances, investigation of
all possible new mappings to determine which gives sufficiently
small values for S(Mn−1,Mn) is too computationally intensive
to be feasible. To that end, we define a heuristic to avoid wasting
time investigating migrations that have a high risk of resulting
in SLA violations.

A. Migratability heuristic

We define a migratability function Mig(v,M) of a VM v
given a current mapping M , where low migratability value
implies that migration of v from its mapping in M is less
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desirable. The scheduler uses this heuristic in an attempt of
minimizing S(Mn−1,Mn) from Equation 1, while still being
open to performing migrations to optimize placement.

Due to affinity relationships, it is not sufficient to consider
the migratability of a single VM in isolation. Rather, for a
given proposed migration of a VM v from one host or site
to another location, let O denote the set of other VMs that
must also be migrated due to affinity constraints. We then
define Mig(O,M) as the migratability function for all o ∈ O,
relative to the mapping M . Obviously, if the selected new
location for a VM is a remote site, the scheduler uses site and
geographical level affinity to determine eligibility since actual
host deployment is not known at remote sites due to location
unawareness. The remote site must abide by affinity rules or
reject the request to run the VMs if unable to do so. Also, due
to anti-affinity constraints, the set O may be limited in which
host machines may be used for placement of the VMs. The
value of Mig(O,M) depends on the migratability value of
each individual VM o ∈ O.

For a single VM v, the factors that determine Mig(v,M)
relate to the cost and risk of violating pertinent SLAs. The
risk calculation is based on:
• Long-term high-level monitoring data collected on the

usage patterns of the VM and the service it belongs to.
For instance, this helps determine if the service usually
peaks in usage at some regular intervals, e.g. the end of
the month.

• Short-term low-level monitoring data from the hypervisor
internals regarding the memory usage of the VM. As the
number of dirtied memory pages per time unit increases,
estimated migration time for the VM increases [10].

• Sizes of storage and volatile memory that have to be
transferred to the new destination and current network
utilization, as well as other currently active migrations.
If shared storage is used, typically only volatile memory
must be transferred. If, however, the VM is to be migrated
to another Cloud, it may be required to transfer the regular
storage as well.

The migratability heuristic prunes the search space and helps
the scheduler concentrate only on potentially fruitful mappings.
The heuristic identifies and confirms the intuition that the
easiest VMs to migrate are the ones that have few affinity (and
to lesser extent, anti-affinity) relations to other VMs, are not
currently (or in the near foreseeable future) highly active, and
such that decreased performance due to migration will not be
costly in terms of SLA violations.

As summarized in [11], even in research VM management
projects, schedulers are quite rudimentary: by default, only
various subsets of greedy, round-robin, and explicit (manual)
scheduling are supported. Most schedulers will also avoid
performing migration of a VM once it has found its initial
placement, which leads to sub-optimal performance and pos-
sibly higher energy costs than necessary. Although research
has been made on this topic [2], there is to our knowledge
currently no scheduler software that takes AA-constraints into
account that is open to the research community.

V. MONITORING DATA DISTRIBUTION IN CLOUD
FEDERATIONS

All Cloud sites offer monitoring of virtual resources, however,
there are many different and incompatible monitoring systems
in current use and this causes integration problems. We present
our ongoing MEDICI project, a monitoring data distribution
architecture that collects data from various existing monitoring
systems, marks it up with semantic metadata, and publishes it to
subscribers, one of which is a semantic database. The database
allows complex queries on the semantic self-describing data,
and the result can be transformed into a desired output format.

The MEDICI architecture is designed to leverage existing
software for its core operation in a scalable way. The compo-
nents of the architecture shown in Figure 3 are as follows:
• Monitored infrastructure. A virtual Cloud infrastructure

that is monitored continuously, e.g. computational re-
sources, storage entities, and interconnecting networks.

• Data annotator/publisher. Data annotators and publishers
are the core of the MEDICI system, providing:

– Canonicalization and semantic annotation of monitor-
ing values by plugins. The annotations conform to
OWL (Web Ontology Language) ontologies, facilitat-
ing parsing and conversion at the consumer level.

– Preparation of annotated monitoring data which is
then published to the distribution hub.

• Distribution hub. Distribution hubs distribute semantically
annotated monitoring data to a set of subscribers.

• Subscribers. Any consumer implementing the hub’s proto-
col may be a subscriber, enabling e.g. external components,
the SPs, and other Clouds in the federation to gain access
to the data using a single hub. As shown in Figure 3, the
hub may distribute both public and private streams of data.
This distinction makes it possible to prevent inappropriate
disclosure of data to different parties.

• SPARQL endpoints. SPARQL [12] endpoints are databases
that act as subscribers and are deployed either locally or
remotely. They make it possible to aggregate data from
the federation and make SPARQL queries on the data.

The architectural components in MEDICI are designed
to expose remotely invokable interfaces and the number of
instances of each component may due to loose coupling be
independently increased to handle scalability gracefully.

The raw monitoring values and basic metadata (interval
length, information source, and monitoring system identifier for
future parsing by plugins) are transferred from the monitored
infrastructure to the data annotator/publisher using light-weight
REST methodology by system-specific plugins. The data may
be extracted using e.g. libvirt [13], which is compatible with
several underlying hypervisor technologies. Plugins may also
be developed for other monitoring systems, e.g. collectd and
Nagios. Higher-level service-specific data, e.g. “number of
currently logged in users”, can also be distributed by the system.

The data annotator/publisher maintains a separate set of
plugins for handling various input of raw monitoring values.
Upon data arrival, the appropriate plugin creates a semantically
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Figure 3. Overview of the MEDICI monitoring data distribution architecture.

annotated transformation from the raw data format in MEDICI
canonical form. The data is then transferred to a distribution
hub, which handles delivery to the subscribers.

The MEDICI canonical form for infrastructure data is based
on the data set provided by libvirt. This choice was made
for two reasons: (a) libvirt is compatible with most popular
hypervisors; and (b) libvirt provides a reasonable subset of
infrastructure-related measurements. However, note that since
MEDICI uses extensible OWL ontologies, specific plugins can
be developed for any input format. This allows service-specific
data to be distributed.

The SPARQL endpoint acts as a subscriber to the hub and
exposes its data via a rich semantic query language. This may
be used for complicated queries, including queries for inclusion
or inspection of remote monitoring data and accounting in a
federated Cloud setting. It is i.e. possible to make queries
that transform the remotely published data into data using the
same measurement intervals as done locally, making it easier
to apply the same mathematical functions for accounting and
SLA violation detection purposes.

The distribution hub conforms to the PubSubHubbub [14]
protocol, which uses the Atom format for data transport. We
consider Atom suitable for this purpose for several reasons: (a)
it is simple, incurs relatively low overhead, and is well-defined;
(b) it is easily viewable in a Web browser or feed aggregator,
requiring very little special software for a large variety of use
cases; and (c) as an XML format it is easy to translate into other
formats, and can transport other (semantic) XML data well, in
addition to being platform independent. PubSubHubbub enables
close to real-time updates of information in a scalable way,
and by design of the PubSubHubbub protocol, the functionality
of the hub is transparently hidden from consumers.

The strengths of this approach are that (a) plugins can be
developed for specific monitoring already in use at Cloud sites;
(b) plugins should not have a large negative performance impact
on monitoring systems; and (c) publishing data to a database
upon which semantic queries can be invoked, the data from a
remote site can be queried and transformed into a format that
is compatible with the monitoring system on the local site.

The architecture enables location unawareness from the
management point of view, since it aids in bridging the gap
between the management systems used at different Cloud sites,
making monitoring data from one Cloud site easily integratable
with the other.

VI. RELATED WORK

Service structure does currently not have wide-spread support.
APIs such as Amazon EC2 or Open Cloud Computing Interface

(OCCI) allow the SP to specify parent-child relationships (e.g.
storage unit s is the child of VM v), but do not support
sibling relationships such as the anti-affinity in Figure 2. As
for AA-constraints, large public clouds such as Amazon EC2
and Microsoft Azure allow the SP to choose a coarse-grained
geographical location, but not on finer levels such as site or
host. To our knowledge, this functionality is currently only
also available in [9], [3].

Verma et al. [15] present a power- and migration-cost
aware scheduler (pMapper) upon which we have based our
contribution. There are a number of differences between their
work and ours: (a) our scheduling model may also be applied
in a federated rather than an isolated Cloud; (b) the scheduling
model presented here has the notion of AA-constraints between
VMs; and (c) since our model is also usable for federations, it
takes other costs than power and migration into account.

Breitgand et al. [2] present a scheduler with support for both
affinity and cross-federation capabilities. They have developed
Integer Linear Program formulations for placement strategies,
and use the COIN-OR solver to obtain solutions. Our approach
is different in that it provides a heuristic to determine which
VMs should be easiest to migrate, making it suitable for local
search algorithms.

Li et al. [16] extend upon the work in [1] by adding support
for dynamic rescheduling and using migration to optimize
placement of VMs across a multi-provider hosting scenario.
Their broker acts on the behalf of a single SP, rather than at
the IP level. The impact of using different instance templates
(e.g. different VM sizes in Amazon EC2) as Cloud offerings
may differ is studied. Since the broker acts on behalf of the SP,
it does not have to avoid violating SLAs but instead attempts
to minimize service downtime due to cold migrations. Since
their model includes the possibility to assign per-VM penalties
for migration, the migratability heuristic can be adapted for
use within this system.

Existing approaches for monitoring in Clouds are presented
in, e.g., [17], [18]. Both present relevant ways of extracting
and managing data, but do not employ semantic metadata
to achieve cross-Cloud compatibility. Said et al. [19] present
a system and algorithm for automatically adding extensible
semantic metadata by inferring structure from Globus Grid
monitoring data. In addition to architectural differences, the
key conceptual difference between that and our approach is
that we believe that monitoring system-specific plugins produce
richer semantic metadata than a generic algorithm could. Their
algorithm infers a structure and annotates the data accordingly,
but does not handle input from non-Globus systems and does
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not aim at making monitoring systems cross-compatible.
Passant et al. [20] use PubSubHubbub to provide close to

real-time updates of data sets matching SPARQL queries. The
result is turned into Atom feeds, which in turn are published
using PubSubHubbub. This approach gives real-time updated
streams of specific data, which could be used in conjunction
with the MEDICI system to provide access to only relevant
subsets of the information.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

This work describes ongoing work on fundamental service
management tasks key to federated Cloud environments. We
present a hierarchical graph structure representing a service and
any placement restrictions placed upon the service components,
such as site-level affinity, usable in Cloud federations. This
way of structuring a service and defining AA-constraints offers
a certain amount of control to the SP, which is then enforced
by the IP. This facilitates management considerably for an SP
compared to multi-provider hosting scenarios.

We define a model for scheduling in Cloud federations
that abides by SP-specified AA-constraints. We present a
heuristic that helps the model determine which VMs are suitable
candidates for migration. The model is designed for optimizing
placement both within a single site and in a Cloud federation.
The heuristic is based on the intuition that the VMs that are
most potentially costly in terms of SLA violations are those
which are highly active, have AA-constraints that require further
migrations, and where most data needs to be transferred.

All management of services in Cloud federations, including
scheduling, requires cross-site compatible monitoring systems.
Current monitoring systems are incompatible in both data
format and semantics of what the data represents. To help
overcome these issues, we present MEDICI, a monitoring
data distribution architecture that annotates data with semantic
metadata. Interaction with the data is made simple and flexible
e.g. by publishing it to a semantic database upon which
SPARQL queries can be made.
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Abstract: Virtual machine placement is the process of mapping virtual machines to
available physical hosts within a datacenter or on a remote datacenter in a cloud feder-
ation. Normally, service owners cannot influence the placement of service components
beyond choosing datacenter provider and deployment zone at that provider. For some
services, however, this lack of influence is a hindrance to cloud adoption. For exam-
ple, services that require specific geographical deployment (due e.g. to legislation),
or require redundancy by avoiding co-location placement of critical components. We
present an approach for service owners to influence placement of their service compo-
nents by explicitly specifying service structure, component relationships, and place-
ment constraints between components. We show how the structure and constraints can
be expressed and subsequently formulated as constraints that can be used in placement
of virtual machines in the cloud. We use an integer linear programming scheduling
approach to illustrate the approach, show the corresponding mathematical formulation
of the model, and evaluate it using a large set of simulated input. Our experimental
evaluation confirms the feasibility of the model and shows how varying amounts of
placement constraints and data center background load affects the possibility for a
solver to find a solution satisfying all constraints within a certain time-frame. Our
experiments indicate that the number of constraints affects the ability of finding a so-
lution to a higher degree than background load, and that for a high number of hosts
with low capacity, component affinity is the dominating factor affecting the possibility
to find a solution.
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Modeling and Placement of
Cloud Services with Internal Structure

Daniel Espling, Lars Larsson, Wubin Li, Johan Tordsson, and Erik Elmroth
Department of Computing Science, Umeå University, SE-901 87 Umeå, Sweden

Abstract—Virtual machine placement is the process of map-
ping virtual machines to available physical hosts within a
datacenter or on a remote datacenter in a cloud federation.
Normally, service owners cannot influence the placement of
service components beyond choosing datacenter provider and
deployment zone at that provider. For some services, however,
this lack of influence is a hindrance to cloud adoption. For
example, services that require specific geographical deployment
(due e.g. to legislation), or require redundancy by avoiding
co-location placement of critical components. We present an
approach for service owners to influence placement of their
service components by explicitly specifying service structure,
component relationships, and placement constraints between
components. We show how the structure and constraints can be
expressed and subsequently formulated as constraints that can
be used in placement of virtual machines in the cloud. We use
an integer linear programming scheduling approach to illustrate
the approach, show the corresponding mathematical formulation
of the model, and evaluate it using a large set of simulated input.
Our experimental evaluation confirms the feasibility of the model
and shows how varying amounts of placement constraints and
data center background load affects the possibility for a solver
to find a solution satisfying all constraints within a certain time-
frame. Our experiments indicate that the number of constraints
affects the ability of finding a solution to a higher degree than
background load, and that for a high number of hosts with low
capacity, component affinity is the dominating factor affecting
the possibility to find a solution.

Index Terms—service management, service structure, place-
ment, affinity, collocation

I. INTRODUCTION

IN cloud computing, infrastructure providers offer rapidly
provisioned hosting of services (applications). Software

providers provide and own the services and are the consumers
of the infrastructure providers’ resources. A service may be
comprised of several components, each of a specific type. This
can be, for example, a database server, a front-end, and a logic
tier in a typical three-tier Web application.

This paper addresses the issue of application owners not
being able to impact where service components are being placed
for execution. Although it is often beneficial not having to deal
with such resource allocation issues, there are situations where
it would be beneficial to guide the infrastructure provider’s
decision making in this respect. This may be that the application
owners want some data to reside within a certain country for
legislative reasons, that a secondary database server deployed
for redundancy purposes should run on a different host or even a

Manuscript submitted January 27, 2014.
Corresponding author: D. Espling (espling@cs.umu.se).

different datacenter than the primary database, or that software
components with excessive inter-communication should be
placed on the same datacenter or even on the same physical
host.

Before continuing our exposition, we clarify some nomen-
clature used throughout the paper. A type corresponds loosely
to launch configurations used in Amazon EC2 and server
templates used by RightScale. Each instance of a type shares
a type-specific base virtual machine (VM) image containing
the startup state (operating system and installed applications)
and configuration. The total amount of capacity of a service
can be adjusted by changing the number of running instances
of each type. In this paper, we use the term VM to denote VM
instance, and explicitly state when we refer to a VM type.

An infrastructure provider may collaborate with other remote
providers on workload sharing and resource subcontracting
to easier cope with spikes in resource consumption or other
unexpected events that affects hosting of services. Currently,
such collaborations are most natural among datacenters all
belonging to the same large-scale global company. In the
future, we also expect this to be an important characteristic of
a global cloud resource market, e.g., with small providers with
strong local presence partnering with large global providers
for meeting pure capacity demands, e.g., processing data
subject to legal constraints locally and bulk computations,
requiring more compute power than is available locally, on
large-scale international providers. Cloud collaborations may
also become central to providing resources closer to end
users or to take advantage of cheap capacity under dynamic
pricing arrangements, e.g., through load sharing during nights
in different time zones to take advantage of lower electricity
prices. There are several different collaboration models [1], [2]
and different levels of collaboration between different sites [3].
Each collaboration scenario has its own set of challenges,
but in all cases the general problem of performing placement
(mapping resources to VMs) locally is extended to also include
resources offered by collaborating sites.

In a collaborative cloud setting, the service owner cannot
normally affect on which site in the collaboration the different
instances comprising a service will be hosted. Instead, the
responsibility for placing the service components is delegated to
the infrastructure provider, and in some cases the infrastructure
provider may outsource components to a partner provider [1],
[2]. Many services can function well despite this lack or
influence, but the lack of control may have a negative effect
on services that need to be hosted in a specific fashion. For
example, some services are not allowed to be hosted in or
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outside specific regions either for legislative reasons [4] or to
ensure that they are located close to end users. Furthermore,
fault-tolerance can be greatly improved by enforcing that
replicas of the same service component are not deployed on
the same physical hardware. Conversely, host-level co-location
of certain components may be essential to achieve low-latency.
These scenarios are the main motivations behind our work.

In our previous contribution [5], we presented early work
on representing the structure of services explicitly, making it
possible for placement algorithms and procedures to take the
structure and internal placement constraints (such as explicit co-
hosting) into consideration when performing service placement.
In this paper we extend on our previous work by (I) showing
how the hierarchical graph structure can be converted into
formalized placement constraints; (II) presenting a mathemat-
ical model for placement optimization with constraints that
can be used to extend existing placement procedures with
support for detailed and service owner-controlled placement
directives; and (III) demonstrating the feasibility of this model
and its performance through a set of experiments. Notably,
development of new core placement algorithms or deployment
systems are outside the scope of this paper. Instead, our
ambition is to provide the support to extend current such
algorithms and systems with the ability to take service structure
constraints into account as a natural part of their normal
operation. Consequently, practical experiments are performed to
illustrate the practical usage of such constraints and to highlight
some performance aspects rather than to fully re-evaluate the
performance and capabilities of previously published solvers.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents background information and related work. Section III
elaborates on placement constraints and describes formalized
syntactical and semantic representations used in our model. In
Section IV, we present a model for placement of VMs that
takes placement constraints into account for local and remote
placement of VMs. The results of experiments using structured
services are shown in Section V before the paper is concluded
with comments and a proposal for future work in Section VI.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

This section has been divided into two subsections: back-
ground and related work material concerning service placement,
and the same concerning inter-component affinities. This divi-
sion is due to the large body of research that has been performed
in service placement, but without concern for inter-component
affinities, and the relatively small body of research that focuses
mostly on the latter. Our work is positioned in the middle of
these two fields, as it leverages service placement research and
extends it to include not merely affinity but a more holistic
view on service structuring.

Notably, our aim in this paper is not to design another
placement algorithm to tackle scalability issues in service
placement, but rather to define a mechanism that makes it
possible to model dependencies between components of a
service, including hierarchies, affinities, and anti-affinities. Our
work should be seen as a complement to existing work on
cloud placement algorithms, as presented by e.g., Lampe et

al. [6] and Genez et al. [7]. We also remark that in our work,
we use the Integer Linear Programming (ILP) approach to
illustrate how our service structure mechanisms can be used as
a set of constraints in cloud VM placement (as presented in the
following sections). However, our mechanism is not limited to
ILP formulations of the placement problem. Moreover, service
reallocation scenarios are not in the scope. A multi-cloud
scenario close to this topic is studied in our previous work [8],
which presents a linear integer programming model for dynamic
cloud VM placement with expressibility of service reallocation
overhead.

A. Service Placement

The problem of optimizing placement of virtual machines
in cloud environments has lately attracted research both from
academia and industry [9], [10], [11], [12], [13]. However, a
potential problem from the perspective of service providers
that so far has received little attention is the loss of control
over how their services are deployed.

The need for the SP to impact how the service is de-
ployed is actualized by federations and other multi-site cloud
deployments as demonstrated by the RESERVOIR [1] and
OPTIMIS [2] projects. Data and computation provisioning
in multi-site clouds raises concerns regarding locality, both
from a performance, fault-tolerance, and a legislative point
of view [14], [15]. Currently, public clouds at best offer
coarse-grained mechanisms of specifying where application
components should be placed (e.g., choosing in which continent
components should be deployed [16]), but this functionality
does not extend to a finer level of detail and control, and is
furthermore not enforceable if clouds are part of a collaboration,
e.g., includes multiple datacenters but no means to specify
which of them to use for the deployment.

Split Service Deployment: Emerging technology in cloud
service placement supports automatically splitting a service
into several smaller sub-services, in order to spread the service
across different infrastructures. Although not yet reflected
in the literature, OPTIMIS [2] is one of the projects with
early results on splitting of services. Our ongoing work in
this context includes permutation-pack based optimization for
service deployment in multi-cloud environments [17].

We foresee that split service deployment could benefit greatly
from the service structure presented and discussed within
this paper, as the inherit graph structure can be used as a
good starting point for educated decomposition of a service
manifest (description) into smaller parts, while still retaining
critical relations between the different components making up
the service.

Mathematically, the service placement problem in cloud
environments can be formulated as a variant of the class
constrained multiple-knapsack problem that is known to be
NP hard. Approximation algorithms are proposed to tackle
the scalability issue and, e.g., Breitgand et al. [18] pro-
pose an integer linear program formulation for policy-driven
service placement optimization in federated clouds, and a
2-approximation algorithm based on a rounding of a linear
relaxation of the problem. Li et al. [17] have also suggested
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a general approach to automatic service deployment in cloud
environments. An in-depth analysis of scalability of ILP solvers
is out of scope for this paper, but has been studied extensively
in the operations research community, e.g., by Atamtürk et.
al. [19], and Koch et. al. [20].

B. Inter-component Affinities

Brandic et al. proposed the concept of affinity (forced co-
placement of components) in [14]. Their work focused on
expressing inter-component affinity relations between grid
jobs in grid workflows, and the work presented in this paper
uses similar inter-component relationships for cloud service
components. In the management software provided by the
RESERVOIR project, host-level anti-affinity is supported [1].
Breitgand et al. [18] present a model and placement algorithm
framework with support for both anti-affinity and cross-
federation capabilities. They model the scheduling problem
using integer linear program formulations for placement strate-
gies, and focus on presenting a complete objective function to
be optimized.

In our previous work [5] we presented a model that allows
service providers to specify the structure and deployment
directives for a service using a directed acyclic graph structure
with nodes representing either service components or placement
constraints. This structure allows modeling of the cloud services
inherent structure, making it possible to preserve conditions
and relations throughout the lifecycle of the service.

Since the publication of our previous paper on this topic [5],
Jayasinghe et al. have published an alternative approach [21]
to solve a similar problem. Their work aims to solve three
related problems: (I) communication-aware VM clustering,
(II) mapping of VM groups to server racks, and (III) VM
to physical host machine mapping. Our work focuses on
Problem III, since we do not expressly take into account
the communication delays, but rather assume that a service
with tight communication delay bounds will use placement
constraints to ensure suitable hosting (VM group to server rack
mapping is in the cited work used to ensure this co-location).
The work published in this paper presents an approach to
extract and represent placement constraints in a mathematical
model solvable using integer-linear programming.

In theory, either the work earlier published by us [5] or
by Jayasinghe [21] can be modeled as an ILP. However,
in the latter, the solution to the problem is found using an
explicit divide-and-conquer methodology while we investigate
an integer-linear programming approach that hopefully presents
a stronger starting point for future work including costs for re-
placement. Our previous work [5] touched upon this subject, but
did not investigate it in detail. More recent work by Hermenier
et al. [22] formulates the rescheduling problem (finding a new
VM to physical host mapping that takes a prior mapping into
account) and present a constraints programming-based solution
and implementation based on the Entropy [23] autonomous
VM manager.

Alicherry and Lakshman [24], [25] have studied optimizing
the placement of VMs to minimize data access latencies
between pairs of processing VMs and data nodes, and between

sets of VMs, respectively. In the former case [24], they present
algorithms based on linear assignment algorithms for deploying
processing VMs close to data nodes with the objective to
minimize the total access time. In the later case [25], a new
algorithm based on 2-approximation is used with the goal to
minimize the traffic between VMs in a set (and hence also
between datacentres). Compared to our work, Alicherry and
Lakshman provide interesting solutions to find the optimal
solutions for these problems (subject to heuristics), whereas
our work strives for a more generally applicable approach
considering many kinds of constraints and scenarios, but where
the fully optimal solution might be harder to find.

In this work we extend upon previous work by supporting
several levels of constraints (both for affinity and anti-affinity),
by showing how they may be specified prior to deployment
using service structure graphs, and by showing how they
can be extracted and modeled as constraints in a placement
optimization algorithm. The constraints model developed in this
work and the comprehensive utility function from Breitgand
et. al. [18] are complementary. We also provide an evaluation
of the constraints model using simulations.

C. Structured Services

As this paper extends on the work on our previous contribu-
tion [5], this section only briefly presents concepts from that
work that forms the foundation for the work presented in the
upcoming sections of this paper. We also revisit the example
given in that work and use it in the upcoming sections as input
to our placement optimization model that takes placement
constraints into account.

Where both affinity and anti-affinity are applicable we use
the term AA-constraints, and each term alone if something
applies only to either affinity or anti-affinity. AA-constraints, as
illustrated in Figure 1, are used to express either the affinity or
anti-affinity between two types, or between a type and a specific
placement, and allows the SP to instruct the IP how (but not
exactly where) each part of the service should be placed. We
consider three levels of AA-constraints, namely host, (cloud)
site, and geographical region due to clear real-world semantics
and implied relationships between these levels and due to prior
work in this area ([1], [14]). Hosts belong to a site and sites
reside in a region, thus, there is a clear hierarchical relation
between these levels. These levels are specifications of a more
general grouping mechanism for virtual machines: by extending
this work, arbitrary groupings can be supported.

As outlined in the previous work, for an affinity level l, if
VM types A and B are in the relation, all instances of these
types must be placed so that placement restrictions are adhered
to. Affinity is used to express that several service components
must be co-placed at a given level. Conversely, anti-affinity
requires that VM instances may not be placed on the same
level. Using several AA-constraints, it is possible to restrict
placement such that, e.g., all VMs must be placed on different
hosts, avoid a certain site, and may not be placed in a certain
region.

Service Example: An example of a service represented
using this model is presented in Figure 1. In this three-tier
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Web application, immediately below the service root node an
affinity constraint states that all descendants of all resource
types must be located within the EU. An internal network
resource node specifies that all its descendants are connected
to a single local network instance. In addition, instances
of the front end compute resource type are accessible via
per-instance individual external IP addresses. An anti-affinity
constraint forbids placement of instances of the primary and
secondary database servers at the same physical host. For the
secondary database servers, an anti-affinity constraint explicitly
forbids placement of instances at the same host, for fault-
tolerance reasons. An individual block storage is attached to
each compute node instance.

Figure 1. A three-tier Web application service [5]. The uppermost affinity
constraint is expressed in a more compact set notation to improve readability
(cf. Section III).

III. PLACEMENT CONSTRAINTS

Extending the previous work, we present a more formal
definition of AA-constraints. They are specified using rules of
the following form:

Affinity(L,A,B) (1)
Affinity(L,A) (2)

Affinity(L,A, l) (3)
AntiAffinity(L,A,B) (4)

AntiAffinity(L,A) (5)
AntiAffinity(L,A, l) (6)

Where L ∈ {Region,Site,Host}, A and B are types of
VMs, and l is a specific region, site, or host (as appropriate,
considering the value of L). The semantics are as follows.
Equation (1) states that for the level L, an instance of type A
must be placed at the same location as at least one instance of
type B. Note that there is no such relation from B to A unless
explicitly stated, i.e., specifying that instances of type B need
(or need not) be placed at the same location as an instance of

type A. Equation (2) states that all instances of type A must
be co-placed at the given level L. Note that there is a semantic
difference between applying Equation (1) to the same type (i.e.,
Affinity(L,A,A)), compared to using Equation (2). The former
would enforce a pair-wise deployment of VM instances of type
A, while the latter would cluster all available VM instances of
type A. Equation (3) states that all instances of type A must
be placed at the named location l. Similar interpretations hold
for anti-affinity (expressed in Equation (4) – (6)), with the
difference that they prevent placement rather than require it.

We conclude this section with an example. The following
four rules specify that VMs of type A cannot be placed in
Sweden, an instance of type A must be placed at the same site
as some instance of type B, that all instances of B must be
placed at the same site, and that instances of type A must be
placed at distinct hosts.

1) AntiAffinity(Region, A,Sweden)
2) Affinity(Site, A,B)
3) Affinity(Site, B)
4) AntiAffinity(Host, A)

Thus, a placement optimization engine has to further infer
that: all instances of type A must be placed at the same site
as all instances of type B (Rule 2 and 3) and; the (single)
site on which all instances of type A and B are placed may
not be located in Sweden (Rule 1). Rule 4 does not allow the
placement engine to infer any new information, but does specify
rules that must be taken into consideration when placement is
performed.

In the upcoming section, we show how these AA-constraints
can be expressed prior to deployment using a simple to
understand graph structure.

IV. STRUCTURE-AWARE SERVICE PLACEMENT

Using the structure of a service it is possible to formulate
and subsequently enforce constraints and conditions to be con-
sidered when placing service components across collaborating
infrastructures. This is effectively a two step process where the
first step is to extract information from the service structure
and convert this into a suitable format, and the second step is to
utilize the structured data when performing service placement.

A. Structure Representation

Service structure conceptually constitutes a directed acyclic
graph of nodes, representing both types and constraints. Current
popular choices for representing cloud service definitions are
based on either XML or JSON formats, both of which are
hierarchical (tree-based, rather than graph-based) in nature.
This slight mismatch can easily be overcome, however, using
element identifiers and identifier references. An extension to,
e.g., the XML-based Open Virtualization Format [26] can be
constructed in the following way:
• Introduce a Structure element, which is the parent that

holds all structure-related information.
• As a child of Structure, introduce a Types element, which

in turn lists a set of Type elements that contain unique
element identifiers and human-readable names (such as
“Primary Database”).
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Table I
HOST-LEVEL VM TYPE CONSTRAINTS EXTRACTED FROM FIGURE 1.

FE LO PDB SDB
FE 0 0 0 0
LO 0 0 0 0

PDB 0 0 0 0
SDB 0 0 -1 -1

Table II
EXTRACTED REGION-LEVEL AFFINITY RELATIONS FROM FIGURE 1.

US-E US-W EU Asia-S Asia-T
FE 0 0 1 0 0
LO 0 0 1 0 0

PDB 0 0 1 0 0
SDB 0 0 1 0 0

• As a child of Structure, introduce a Constraints element,
which in turn lists a set of elements that are of subtypes of
a Constraint element, representing the various constraint
types that are listed in Section III, e.g. AntiAffinity-
Constraint. Such Constraint elements all have mandatory
attributes stating their direction (from/to) between types
using references to their corresponding element identifiers.

It is evident that such a representation can easily be both
generated and parsed and that the resulting data structure can
easily be converted into something equivalent. We do not
present a full representation XML Schema here for space
reasons, rather just note that the step between Figure 1 and
the matrices that follow is not as long as it may seem upon a
first glance.

B. Placement Constraint Extraction

Placement constraints between different VM types and
those between VM types and specific named locations can
be extracted from the service structure graph. Table I shows a
representation of host-level AA-constraints for the types of VMs
in the example of Figure 1. The table illustrates the relations
between four different VM types: Front End (FE), Logic (LO),
Primary DB (PDB), and Secondary DB (SDB). The relations
shown are extracted from the service structure and the values in
the matrix show in Table I are either 1 for affinity, −1 for anti-
affinity or 0 to denote that no specific constraints are present.
This notation lends itself well to ILP-based solutions (illustrated
later), and is a more compact alternative to having two separate
binary matrices (one for affinity and one for anti-affinity). This
approach can also be extended in the future to support soft
constraints with higher or lower values to indicate preference
or to be more easily integrated with other approaches not based
on ILP.

The second set of relations are those between VM types
and named elements of the three levels of AA-constraints, e.g.
to a specific region. These constraints are represented using
the same values and semantics as before. Table II shows the
region-level affinity relations extracted from the example in
Figure 1. It shows that the service has an affinity to the EU,
and therefore may not be placed in any of the other regions.

Another example service is shown in Figure 2. This illustrates
how a cloud based ”Split & Merge” video encoding service

Video Encoding Service

Distributed 
File System

Worker Node Anti-affinity 
(Host, Master Node)

Master Node

External 
Network

RDBMS

Internal Network

Figure 2. Represesentation of a video encoding service by Pereira et al. [27].

Table III
EXTRACTED HOST-LEVEL AFFINITY RELATIONS FROM FIGURE 2.

Worker Node Master Node
Worker Node 0 0
Master Node 0 -1

presented by Pereira et al. [27] would be modelled using our
approach. The service comprises one or more Master nodes
that receive encoding requests from the external network and
performs the encoding on a set of worker nodes communicated
with over an internal network. To avoid a single point of failure
of Master nodes, Pereira et al. employs a failover approach with
the critical state stored in a relational database. This has been
expressed in our model with the precense of the Relational
Database component, and with an Anti-affinity constraint to
ensure that multiple instances of the Master node are not
placed on the same physical host. The resulting affinity matrix
is illustrated in Table III.

C. Constraint Model

Placement constraints extracted from the service structure
can be enforced by a placement engine with ability to handle
various constraints [28], [12], making it structure-aware. In
this section, we present as an example a typical binary integer
programming formulation of the placement problem that takes
placement constraints into consideration. Without loss of
generality, we have chosen to provide a simple model and
straight-forward objective function to more clearly focus on
the important aspects of the formulation. Most notably, we
represent capacity by a single one-dimensional value, rather
than a multidimensional one (e.g. separate storage, network,
CPU, memory requirements).

The model does not permit omission of any VM in the set of
VMs that are to be placed. In effect, it is not allowed to avoid
placing any parts of the service. Such decisions are on a higher
administrative level, and we focus on finding a placement plan
that places all VMs.
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Given: V = set of VMs
T = set of VM types
H = set of hosts
Ih = index of h ∈ H

vt = type of v, v ∈ V, vt ∈ T

ch = cost per capacity unit at h ∈ H

caph = capacity of host h ∈ H

reqv = requirements of v ∈ V

typev,t = 1 if vt = t, 0 otherwise

vconst,u = host-level constraints between
t and u where t, u ∈ V

hconst,h = host-level constraints between
t and h where t ∈ T, h ∈ H

Variable: mv,h = mapping of v to h, v ∈ V, h ∈ H

1 if v is mapped to h, 0 otherwise

Minimize:
∑

v∈V,h∈H
(mv,h ∗ reqv ∗ ch) (7)

Subject to:

∀v ∈ V :
∑

h∈H
mv,h = 1 (8)

∀h ∈ H :
∑

v∈V
mv,h ∗ reqv ≤ caph (9)

∀v, w ∈ V,∀t, u ∈ T, ∀h ∈ H :

vconst,u = −1 ∧ vt = t ∧ wt = u =⇒
mv,h +mw,h ≤ 1 (10)

∀v ∈ V,∀t, u ∈ T, t 6= u :

vconst,u = 1 ∧ vt = t =⇒
∃w ∈ V,wt = u,w 6= v :

∀h ∈ H : mv,h = mw,h (11)

∀v, w ∈ V,∀t ∈ T, ∀h ∈ H :

vconst,t = 1 ∧ vt = t ∧ wt = t =⇒
mv,h = mw,h (12)

∀v ∈ V,∀t ∈ T, ∀h ∈ H :

hconst,h = −1 ∧ vt = t =⇒ mv,h = 0 (13)

∀v ∈ V,∀t ∈ T, ∀h ∈ H :

hconst,h = 1 ∧ vt = t =⇒ mv,h = 1 (14)

Equation (7) is the objective function, minimizing the total
cost of hosting a set of VMs by placing them across a set of
hosts with different associated costs. In multi-site clouds, the
inherent differences in hosting cost may have a great impact
on the final placement solution. In single clouds, the cost
function may instead focus on consolidation to lower power
consumption. In this work we focus on a simple objective
function representing the multi-site case, as this is the scenario
where placement constraints have the largest impact. Future
work involves developing and modeling a more complex
objective function, also incorporating local VM consolidation.

Constraints derived from the service structure are modeled
in equations (8 - 14) and can be interpreted as follows:
(8) each VM has to be placed at exactly one host;
(9) the total required capacity for all VMs placed at a host

may not exceed the total capacity of the host;
(10) if there is a host-level anti-affinity constraint from one

VM type to another, there may not exist a mapping such
that a VM instance of the first type and a VM instance
of the second type are placed on the same host;

(11) if a VM instance is of a certain type, and there is a host-
level affinity constraint from that type to another, there
must exist a mapping such that the VM is placed on a
host along side a VM instance of the other type;

(12) if there is a host-level affinity relation within a VM type
(c.f. Equation (2)) and two VM instances both are of that
type, then both instances must be placed at the same host;

(13) if there is a host-level anti-affinity constraint from a VM
type to a host, instances of that VM type may not be
placed at that host; and

(14) if there is a host-level affinity constraint from a VM type
to a host, instances of that VM type must be placed at
that host.

For clarity we have presented only the constraints and
equations for host-level constraints. The constraints for the other
levels are very similar: expressions similar to (Equations (10)
– (14)) have to be added to account for sites and regions to
support these levels of AA-constraints. We have chosen to omit
these here because the extracted data and mathematical model
for host-level are sufficiently similar to the other levels so
presenting only host-level constraints makes the model easier
to read. Furthermore, we again note that the type of relationship
here (host-level placement constraints) is merely a specification
of a more general arbitrary grouping of VMs for placement
constraints.

Also note that anti-affinity is expressed using one rule (Equa-
tion (10)) while affinity is expressed using two (Equations (11)
and (12)). This is because an anti-affinity rule that prevents
co-placement with at least one other instance implies a rule
preventing co-placement with all other instances. Concerning
affinity, these cases are not equivalent and hence two separate
rules are required.

As previously discussed, one of the specific challenges
related to cloud collaborations is that a local site has no control
over (and rarely has access to information about) host-level
specifics of remote sites: how many hosts are available, what
their performance capabilities are, etc. Because the ultimate
goal of a placement engine is to map VMs to specific hosts,
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creating a placement mapping that works without access to
this information can be done in two ways:

1) Model the remote site as single (local) host with sufficient
capacity to host all v ∈ V . AA-constraints between VM
types hosted at this host are assumed to be enforced by
the remote site and can therefore be disregarded.

2) Model the remote site as a set of (local) hosts with
sufficient capacity and create a valid mapping assuming
these hosts exist at the remote site.

The difference between these two alternatives is twofold:
where the placement mapping is constructed (either at both
sites or just the first), and that the second option does not
make placement at remote sites a special case where the
placement host-level AA-constraints are to be deferred to the
remote site. For clarity we have chosen to model according to
the second option as it avoids special cases. Investigating which
option is best suited for implementation in production systems
remains as future work. Notably, these abstractions are used
for modelling reasons, but the actual agreement for resource
exchange between two sites would normally be stipulated using
Service Level Agreements (SLAs).

D. Scalability of ILP-based Scheduling

In general, scheduling of VMs onto resources is an NP-
hard problem [25], [29] and heuristics are frequently used to
mitigate the effects of scale on the solvability and solution
time. In this work we illustrate how to include the affinity and
anti-affinity constraints in pure ILP solvers that provide the
optimal solution without use of heuristics. For practical use on
larger systems, scalability enhancements should be employed,
just as it successfully have been done with very good results
for scheduling problems without such constraints [30].

Our experiments are performed with scheduling on a per-
service level, which is one common strategy to be able
to manage larger systems. For each scheduling iteration,
the background load on hosts is comprised of the capacity
requirements of previously deployed services.

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

To assess the applicability of the proposed approach, we
have conducted an extensive evaluation. The overall goal of
the experiments is to investigate the impact of affinity and anti-
affinity on service placement algorithms in terms of feasibility,
time-outs, and execution time. As there are no traces from real-
world systems available with dependencies among components,
we use synthetic data. The main focus is not to evaluate the
performance of the proposed approach, but rather to investigate
the impact of various factors involved, and thus we believe
that synthetic data can fit this goal.

The experimental setup is a scenario consistent with the
example presented in Figure 1, where a service comprised
of four different types of VMs is analyzed. The number of
VM instances of each type and their capacity requirements
are shown in Table IVa. As shown in Table V, hardware
discretization metrics are adopted to categorize VMs with
different computation capacities in a similar approach as used
by Amazon EC2. In the evaluation, we strive to place the entire

Table V
HARDWARE METRICS FOR INSTANCE TYPES.

Instance Size Small Medium Large XLarge XXLarge
CPU (# cores) 1 1 2 4 8
CPU (GHz/core) 1 2 2 2 2
Memory (GB) 1.7 3.5 7.5 15 30
Capacity 2 4 8 16 32

service across a set of hosts with discrete hardware capabilities
corresponding to the capacity requirements of the VM types. To
add another dimension, we have also assigned different costs to
local and remote hosts and the objective function is to reduce
the total cost of hosting the service. The host configuration
parameters are shown in Table IVb. The host set is assumed
to only contain a subset of hosts from the infrastructure (see
Section IV-D), and only include local and remote hosts which
are eligible for placement in this scenario, i.e., located within
the EU.

The evaluation is carried out by generating a large set of cases
with varying amounts of AA-constraints and background load
on the hosts. The AA-constraints are generated by assigning
constraint values to random coordinates in a 4× 4 host-level
constraint matrix corresponding to the one illustrated in Table I.
The dataset is generated with the following properties:

1) Background load in the range of [0%, 10%, ..., 90%] of
the total host capacity (load is randomly distributed across
the set of hosts).

2) Affinity-constraints ranging between 0 and 16 elements
in the constraints matrix (randomly placed).

3) Anti-affinity-constraints ranging between 0 and 16 ele-
ments in the constraints matrix (randomly placed).

4) Cases where the number of elements needed for affin-
ity and anti-affinity combined exceeds the size of the
constraint-matrix (in effect, requiring 17 or more elements)
are ignored to improve simulation time.

5) Conflicting distributions (i.e., cases with conflicting
AA-constraints) are avoided by regenerating the input until
a valid distribution can be found.

6) N iterations of the above distributions, where N = 10
for these tests.

The dataset is thus comprised of 15300 input permutations,
each one encoded using the AMPL [31] modeling language
and solved with the Gurobi [32] solver. All experiments
are performed on a workstation with 2.70 GHz quad-core
CPU and 8 GB of memory. The problem set size (100 VM
instances to be placed across 80 hosts) is, to the best of
our knowledge, considerably larger than the amount of VMs
required to host a typical three-tier Web application. We forsee
that AA-constraints as a concept is more interesting for owners
of large and complex services than for those running services
with fewer components. Large services with AA-constraints are
also more difficult to place compared to smaller services, and
therefore provide a more interesting case for testing. To avoid
introducing unreasonably long delays in the placement process,
we specify a 30 seconds execution time limit for each problem
case. Cases that can not be solved within 30 seconds count as
timeouts.
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Table IV
EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION

(a) VM configuration.

Instance Type FE LO PDB SDB
Number of instances 40 20 20 20
Capacity req. / instance 2 4 8 8

(b) Host configuration.

Host Type Local Remote
Number of hosts 60 20
Capacity / host 32 32
Cost / capacity unit 10 15

Table VI
OVERALL TENDENCY AS IMPACT FACTORS INCREASE.

Observation
Factor Load Affinity Anti-Affinity

Feasibility ↘ ↘ ↘
Time-outs ↘ ↘ ↗
Execution Time ↘ ↗ ↗

A. Results and Discussion

The results of the evaluation as such are highly dependent
on a number of factors, e.g. quality of the solver, number of
VM instances, requirements of VM types, random distribution
of background load, and randomly allocated AA-constraints.
Therefore, the discussion instead focus on how certain factors
such as affinity and anti-affinity affect the overall scheduling
process with respect to solvability, execution time, etc.

As previously mentioned we have elected to focus on three
main parameters; background load, affinity, and anti-affinity
while keeping the other factors constant. We have analyzed
these parameters in terms of how they affect the feasibility,
the amount of time-outs, and the execution time of the solver.
A summary of the results is presented in Table VI, and further
analysis of the factors follows.

1) Impact of Background Load: As the background load
of the hosts increases, less residual capacity can be used to
schedule the current service, which also means that there
are fewer plausible placement options for the solver. In this
evaluation, the total capacity requirements for the service is
40× 2+20× 4+20× 8+20× 8 = 480 units. At 32 capacity
units per host, the total available capacity is 2560 units. This
means that the service requires at least 480/2560 = 18.75%
of the total host capacity, and thus the service can only be
placed at all if the hosts are running at 81.25% capacity or
less. Figures 3 and 5 confirm that feasible solutions are only
found when the background load is 80% or less.

2) Impact of Affinity Constraints: In our experimental
setting, affinity turns out to be the most dominating factor with
regards to feasibility. Figure 3 shows a varying background
load at different amounts of affinity (anti-affinity is set to zero).
As illustrated in the figure, the background load is dominated
by affinity, and only has a noticeable impact on the results
when it reaches very high numbers (80-90%).

Recall that affinity can be interpreted in two different ways;
affinity between two different types means that each instance
has to be co-hosted with at least one instance of the other type,
while affinity within the same type means that all instances of
that type needs to be co-hosted. Due to the large scale of the
service used in this evaluation, no single host has the capacity

to do such co-hosting as the maximum capacity per host (32
units) is not sufficient to host all instances of any type (with a
combined required capacity of 80 or 160 units). In effect, this
means that if a random affinity distribution contains a constraint
on the diagonal (within the same type), then that particular
distribution cannot be solved using the range of available hosts.
This behavior is further discussed in the evaluation summary.
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Figure 3. Feasibility depending on affinity constraints and background load.

Figure 4 shows affinity when combined with anti-affinity
(at a constant background load of zero). As is evident when
comparing Figure 3 and 4, the results are very similar and
affinity is the dominating factor also in this case. The major
difference is when anti-affinity reaches over 30%, at which
point the anti-affinity has a considerably stronger impact than
affinity.

3) Impact of Anti-Affinity Constraints: Another analysis was
performed to compare the impact between anti-affinity and
background load (illustrated in Figure 5). Based on this, we can
conclude that the large number of available hosts (80) compared
to the number of VM instances in the service (100) is able to
sustain a higher percent of anti-affinity constraints (compared
to affinity constraints) before the ability to successfully place
the service is affected.

4) Timeouts and Execution Time: Figure 6 summarizes the
impact of affinity on timeouts and execution time. In this figure,
the execution time line is the average of all cases that could be
solved within 30 seconds, either by finding an optimal solution
or concluding that no solution is possible. The line marked
timeout shows the percent of experiments that could not be
solved within 30 seconds.

We can examine the data in three different segments:
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Figure 4. Feasibility depending on affinity- and anti-affinity constraints.
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Figure 5. Feasibility depending on anti-affinity constraints and average
background load.

• At zero affinity, the execution time and number of timeouts
are both very low. In this case, finding the optimal solution
is trivial for the solver as it can simply maximize the use
of the cheapest available resources.

• When affinity increases, the number of candidate optimal
solutions increases rapidly and the solver needs to evaluate
many more alternatives before concluding which place-
ment is optimal. As affinity increases to the 30% range,
the amount of feasible solutions (as shown in Figure 3)
decreases rapidly, which results in fewer timeouts.

• Above 30% affinity the execution time increases linearly
with regards to the amount of affinity (and hence the
number of constraints in the model). At the same time,
the solver can more accurately determine that no solution
will be found and the number of timeouts decreases.

5) Evaluation Summary: This evaluation has served to
illustrate how AA-constraints under varying background load
affect the placement of VM instances across as set of hosts.
As illustrated in Table VI, the feasibility of placing a service
decreases as the background load and number of AA-constraints
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Figure 6. Timeouts and execution time vs. affinity constraints

increase. This is expected, as any service is easier to place
without any restrictions and with a lower background load
resulting in more available resources. The amount of time
outs increases with a higher number of anti-affinity constraints,
while it decreases as the number of affinity constraints and the
percentage of background load increase. Increased background
load and increased amounts of affinity constraints reduce the
amount of possible solutions and thereby also the amount of
time outs, while a higher number of anti-affinity constraints
will generate a large set of cases that the solver can optimize.
This is consistent with the results discussed in Section V-A4.
Finally, the execution time increases with a higher number
of AA-constraints (although not linearly, as shown in Sec-
tion V-A4), while it decreases with a higher percentage of
background load as the search space of candidate hosts is
smaller. This suggests that in case of using, e.g., heuristic-based
solvers providing non-optimal solutions, it would make sense
to investigate methods that first strive to fulfill AA-constraints
before solving the complete problem.

We have elected to count any case that cannot be solved
within 30 seconds as a time out failure. In realistic scenarios, it
is likely that the best solution found within the time-frame will
be used, even if it is suboptimal. The only way to determine
how far from optimality such suboptimal solutions are is to let
the solver run (possibly indefinitely) until an optimal solution
has been found, and compare the two according to the objective
function. Further experiments of this kind using our model
would be interesting as part of future work.

The relative impact of background load and AA-constraints
in these tests indicate that affinity is the most restrictive factor
followed by anti-affinity, and that placement feasibility is only
marginally affected by background load. It is very likely that
anti-affinity would instead be the dominating factor in a test
environment with fewer hosts but with a higher capacity per
host, as that would allow more instances to be co-placed at the
same host while making it harder to achieve anti-affinity with
fewer physical hosts. This observation can be turned into a
model used to quantify the ability of an existing infrastructure
to cope with AA-constraints by analyzing the number and
capacity of available hosts. Creating and evaluating such a
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model is also a part of future work.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This work is motivated by the current lack of influence
offered to service providers regarding placement of their service
components in clouds. This limitation makes cloud hosting
inappropriate for several service categories depending on, e.g.,
certain legislation, geographical proximity, and fault-tolerance.

Based on previous work on structured services, we have
in this paper (I) showed how hierarchical graph structures
can be converted into placement constraints, modeled as
matrices; (II) presented a mathematical model for service owner-
controlled placement directives, and; (III) demonstrated the
feasibility of this model using a large set of simulated cases
with varying amounts of background load and AA-constraints.
Together, the contributions of this paper enables infrastructure
providers to extend their placement engines and algorithms to
offer service providers influence over how services are placed
without giving up control over their own infrastructure. This en-
ables cloud adoption also for services with the aforementioned
requirements.

We have identified several interesting subjects for future
work, including support for arbitrary groupings and level divi-
sions for AA-constraints; to consider also inter-service relations;
studying how to best overcome the uncertainty of not having
access to complete information from collaborating remote sites;
and support for soft constraints (e.g. preferences) as exemplified
for network distances by Alicherry and Lakshman [24], [25].
We would also like to compare using suboptimal results (the
best found within a certain amount of time) to using the optimal
results obtained by allowing the solver to run uninterrupted.

There are also interesting tasks regarding the adoption of
AA-constraints into cloud infrastructure offerings. The added
complexity of supporting service owner-controlled placement
directives needs to be economically compensated for, and
devising such compensation models is a necessary step toward
adoption.
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